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Nicaragua today:

Opponents compare points on the revolution

IBy

Suzan Koscak
Spectator Reporter

Two Nicaraguans, one
pro-Contra, one pro-Sandinista were
interviewed separately. Thefollowing is
a point by point comparison of the

{(Editor's

note:

his real identity not be revealedfor his
family's safety.)

views of Cesar A.Jerez, 5.7.,president
of Central American University in
Managua, Nicaragua, and "Doctor
Garcia," a physician whofledNicaraguaafter therevolution. Doctor Garcia
(apseudonym) isa contra andaskedthat
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Cesar A. Jerez, S.J., president of Central America University in 4
Managua, Nicaragua spoke last week on the conditions under the present
Sandinista dictatorship.

Cesar A. Jerez, S.J., president of
Central America University in Managua,
Nicaragua, said he supports the Sandinistas but is "not a member of the
party."
Jerez was sponsored by Kay Hubbard
of the University of Washington and by
the Educational Programs Committee
and Seattle University's Campus
Ministry.
Doctor Garcia stated that he was
anti-Samoza but when he saw the
revolution becoming communist he fled
Managua. He is one of about 250
physicians that fled from Nicaragua
because the Sandinistas were going
communist.
Garcia granted this interview on the
grounds that his real identity be withheld
because he has family still living in
Nicaragua and fears for their well-being.
Garcia is aContra and supports theU.S.
administration's decision to aid the
Contras.
Jerez usually goes to Washington,
D.C., to lobby for an independent
Nicaragua but recently decided to start
talking to thecivic societies.
"By civic society Imean churches,
unions and universities. The civic
society hc^ has the opportunity to play
an important role in helping us
(Nicaragua? to solveour problems," Jerez
said.

He added that politicians seem to use
the issue of Nicaragua to fight each
other. "Idon't think they have very much
interest in solving the problem because
it is a just causeand because the poor are
involved."
Jerez spoke at a general public
interview last week in Pigott Auditorium
on "Education in Nicaragua and the
Effects of War (U.S. Foreign Policy) on
the Nicaraguan Student." The speech was
one of several scheduled appearances arrangedduring his stay in Seattle.

Who supports the Revolution?
Jerez: "At the moment social concensus of theSandinistas is high. About
65 to 67 percent are in favor of the
revolution. There is also a lot of
criticism against the Sandinistas and
mainly because of the distribution of
food and the economic situation. The
majority is in favor, for how long I
cannot answer. How long can you ask a
nation of people to remain in a heroic
position?"
Garcia: "If there is somuch freedom
in Nicaragua why is it that so far around
500,000 Nicaraguans of a total population of close to nearly 3 million,leave
the country Why did 60,000 come to
Miami and 50,000 cross the River Rio
Grandeinto Mexico? Because they saw
it was a communist type of regime and '
unless you are a member of the party or
[continued on pageFive)
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Unanimous vote keeps V-P Singleton

K

supported removal of Singleton, said the
decision "initally" made her consider

Allison Westfall
Angie Babcock
tator Staff members

resigning.

In a unanimous decision, an

arbitration board ruled that Lorine
Singleton, ASSU executive vice
president will keep her job despite the
student senate's effort to have her
removed from office.
A decision released Monday stated,
"Although the committee is very
sensitive to the issues of all the involved
parties, it is our decision that Lorine
Singleton should continue in her role
We found insufficient grounds to remove
her from her current responsibilities."
Board chairman, Faizi Ghodsi, said the
board's specific reasons for ruling would
beissued ina statement tomorrow.
Singleton said she was happy about the
decisionbut had not really thought about
the possibility of stepping down.
She said, the senators could not
reasonably ask for her removal on
"ground of performance because I've done

...

Senator Tom Emanucl, who supported
Singleton's removal, said the hearing
process had been rushed and senators had
"dealt too much with personal differ,
not Lorine's actions."
"I don't think she deserves it (the
position)," Emanucl said
Emanucl saidhe hopes 'she has teamed
something and analyzesher role and docs
it as intended, conducive to a civil
i 'ivironmcnt."
Senator Tina O'Brien who also

However, after discussing the matter,
she wants to keep working although
thereare "big obstacles."
"We have to learn to get around our
problems," O'Brien said.
Singleton said the decision and process
were "no reason for the senate to fall
apart."
She hopes a retreat and workshop with
the ASSU members will help solve the
conflicts.
The decision highlighted four general
areas which contributed to the conflicts
but were not grounds for impeachment.
They were lack of communication
between the senate andexecutive board,
lack of understanding of personal
differences,differences in leadership style
and an absence of early intervention.
Andy Thon, S.J., assistant vice
president for Student Life and senate
moderator said he was encouraging
people to reflecton whatc waslearned.
"It was more an educational process
instead of a judicial process," he said.
Thon added he hopes all members
involved can learn from the experience.
"I'm hopeful they're all good people,"
Thon said, "we've got lots of work to do."
Thon said ASSU members have to
realize that it is not going to just be
"business as usual" and they will talk
about the conflic us.
The decision stems from internal
1icls between Singleton and senate
m> ?nbcrs.
■

The task of the arbitration board was
to review testimony from all the people
involved to see if justified removing
Singleton from office.

The board meet four times before

deciding and will meet twice again this
week to prepare a final statement, Ghodsi

Zimmerman resigns;
business dean steps up
By Jennifer Vance
SpectatorReporter

The executive vice president of Seattle
University, Gary Zimmerman, has
stepped down and the dean of the Albers
School of Business, John Eshclman has
been promoted to that position. The
move came at the endof December.
Zimmerman had been in the position
since 1981, and will remain a tenured
faculty member in the chemistry
department. He's currently on sabbatical
while he decides what career moves he'll
make, either on or off campus. "I'm
keeping my options wide open at this
point," he said.
Zimmerman directed questions about
whether he left the position voluntarily
to William Sullivan, S.J., president of
SU.
Sullivan stated that they hail a scries
of discussions about Zimmerman's future,,
career goals, and he insisted it was
Zimmerman's decision to step down.
Zimmerman has been at SU for 22 years.
Eshclman was promoted to the
position after serving as dean of the
business school since 1977. He's been

a member of the faculty since 1969.
Eshclman says his new duties arc
similar to that of chief operations officer
at a private corporation. His job is to
sec to the effective operation of SU.
Eshclman believes one way he'll
achieve that is through open
communication with the SU
community. "I still eat lunch at the
1891 room. It's very easy to develop a
gulf between L.A. and the rest of
campus," he said.
Several areas he'd like to see improved
include faculty development and
compensation. He referred to the graying
on campus and noted he'd like to sec
somenew faces added
SU received good marks from him in
personal development. "I think we do a
pretty good job in what is our number
one distinguishing characteristic
individual attention." He said the access
to clubs and organizations on campus
enhanced the learning opportunities.
Harriet Stcphcnson, will serve as
acting dean of'lhebusiness school while
a search for a replacement to Eshclman is
conducted.

-
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Suspect arrested for Buhr Hall theft

IBy

The two thieves had apparently entered
through an open window sometime
between 6 p.m. Jan 13 and 1a.m. Jan.
14, Fenn said.
Around 1 a.m., while making their
rounds security workers found speakers
hidden in the bushes and one of Buhr
Hall'sdoors unlocked,saidFenn.
While investigating, they interrupted
the thieves and the thieves then made
their get-away through the southdoor.
"They were just going through the
building and taking what they could
find," saidFenn.

Kurt Moore
Spectator Reporter
(See related story page 3)
One of the two thieves who had
brokeninto Buhr Hall has been arrested,
and the other suspect is still being
sought, said Bob Fenn,director of Safety
and Security.
The thieves stole a VCR, color video
camera, video monitor, a turntable and
other electronic equipment. The total
cost was around $4,000.
There was no sign of forcible entry.

--

A set of keys to Buhr Hall were also
stolen after they hadbroken into one of
the faculty member's desks.
The following morning, Jan. IS at
3:30 a.m., security spotted the suspects
outside the engineering building. They
were later found inside the new building
which is being constructed for the
College of Artsand Sciences. Only one
suspect was apprehended; the other
escaped. They were apparently trying to
steal tools, Fenn said.
Security refused to release the name of
the captured suspect. The suspect hadin

his possesion various drug paraphernalia
Fenn said,adding,"They were obviously
stealing to support their habit."
The suspect also had the stolen keys
to Buhr Hall. "His possession of the
stolen keys will allow the police to issue
a search warrant against him" to check
his home for the stolen items, said Fenn.
The last incident like this one
happenedabout four years ago.And that
too was at Buhr Hall. Fenn said,
though, that there are occasional office
break-ins and petty thefts around the
campus grounds.

ASSU publicity director placed on probation
IBy

Susan Kendall
Spectator Reporter

publicity was again inadequate.
A second meeting was calledNov. 19
after a "Finally Friday" event was incorrectly publicized andaSenate election
was inadequately publicized. At this
meeting, Ghermay stated that he felt "on
a business level the decision had to be
made to ask Nichols to resign."
Nichols refused to resign, asserting
that he did not have a clear job description and did not know what was
expectedofhim.
The following Monday, Nov. 24, a
panel was assembled consisting of four
students and one faculty member to hear
Nichols' case. The panel decided Nichols
did not have a clear jobdescription and
recommended hebe puton probation for
three weeks. Terms of probation were to
be established following a meeting
between Ghermay andNichols.
The executive board accepted the
panel's recommendation but decided to

After a Jan. 22 meetingof the ASSU
executive board, publicity director Jeff
Nichols stated that an agreement concerning the terms of his two-month probation was beingreached.
This meeting followed two informal
excutive board meetings on NichoJ's job
performance and a panel hearing's recommendation that Nichols be put on probation but not dismissed due to his lack
ofa job description.
The first meeting was Oct. 19, after
Trisha Brown, ASSU activities vicepresident,became concerned witha lack of
publicity for a dance and a showing of
"Poltergeist" movies. No minutes were
kept at this meeting but ASSU President
Abbey Ghermay said that Nichols was
"apologetic" about his job performance.
Brown said publicity did improve that
week but during the following week the

extend Nichols' probation to the endof

his term inMarch.
Nichols said he received no direct
communication from the executiveboard
until the Jan. 22, meeting with Ghermay. After that meeting he affirmed that
he and Ghermay were starting to come to
an agreementon the probation terms.
Ghermay said the terms had not yet
been formalized in writing. He statedthat
they would consist of a "blanket
statement" that would allow the executive board to dismiss Nichols if they
have any future problems with him,
Nichols expections concerning his job,
and Brown's expectations of the publicity
department.
Brown was unaware of this development as of Fridayand hadno comment.
Nichols said Friday he does not now
feel he needs a written job description.
He stated that he did not push for the
written job description after earlier
1

Pulitzer winner to speak tomorrow
By Stacia A.M. Green
SpectatorReporter

§

%
£

Frances Fitzgerald, Pulitzer
prize winning author.

By writing about topics that range
from the battlefields of Vietnam to the
Thomas Road Baptist Church of Jerry
Falwell,Frances Fitzgerald has become
one of thecountries most diverseandacclaimed writers.
Fitzgerald who received a Pulitzer
Prize for her book, "Fire in the Lake",
will present material from her current
best seller, "Cities on a Hill", with
Seattle University audiences Thursday,
Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m. in the Pigott Auditorium.
"Cities on a Hill" is an in-depth view
of four cultures within and unique to
America.
Fitzgerald spent almost eight years
going from the leather bars ofSan Francisco's gay and lesbian CastroDistrict to
Falwell's squeaky clean Baptist church,
down to the golf carts ofa retired community in Florida and across to the
bullet proof Rolls-Royces of the Faynceshpuram commune in Oregon.
In a telephoneinterview from her New
York home, Fitzgerald said that these
communities are connected by their
beginnings; they started from scratch,
building theirownculture.
The idea of inventing a new culture is
eminently American. It would behard to
imagine, as she said, "Parisians creating
a gay colony or a town for grandparents."
Fitzgerald said that Americans are "not
defined by the place and family
traditions." This makes it easier for
to "shuck their personal histories"
and createnew cultures.

tthem

Thereisa feeling created in"Cities on
Hill"
that American society is coma
plex. There isno agreementon what our
culture is. "We are a country of immigrants," Fitzgerald said. "If you had
to define the majority it wouldbe hard."
Even though these four cultures seem
different,Fitzgerald shows that they do
share some qualities. Two are religious
groups and two are secular. The Castro
district and the retired community were
new communities formed to one specific
culture and theirneeds.
Fitzgerald found the strongest comparison between the gays and lesbians of
Castro and the funda- mentalists of
Falwell's church, though they "haunted
each other's dreams." Bothare somewhat
isolated from the outside world, economically and emotionally.
There were no problems in observing
and questioning the people involved. "It
couldn't have been easier," Fitzgerald
said. "I asked theright questions."
Fitzgerald is a regular contributor to
several magazines, including the New
Yorker. An article in the New Yorker
about theCastro District led Fitzgerald
to the other communities and ultimately
the writing of "Cities On a Hill."
"Fire in theLake" is based on her personal experiences as a freelance writer in
Vietnam. The book was critical of
America'sinvolvement in the war.
Fitzgerald wrote "America Revised", a
book that critiques history textbooks
used in American schools. She found
that many facts were taken for granted
and fabricated and that historical accounts in the books are changed every
five years or so to accommodate the
changing times.

meetings becausehe felt it was theexecutive boards responsiblity to give it to

Nichols had attributed earlier problems
to lack of a clearly written, job description , lack of communication and
lack of support. He stated thatheneeded
to know, "exactly what was expected of
Brown dismissed Nichols earlier
statement, saying "Nobody in the ASSU

has a clear job description." She added
that Nichols had plenty of opportunity to
ask Patty Unfred, the previous publicity
director, to clarify his job.
Nichols admitted that Unfred hadleft
two pages of notes, but said phone
conversations were not helpful.
"Ideally," he said, "the person should
be appointed while the other is still in ,
office so they can at least work together
for one week."
Nichols said that because his office
was not near the ASSUmain office and
the office hours of the person he
coordinates most with, Trisha Brown,
were different from his,there was alack
of communication. He said although he
did get most publicity requests well in
advance, it would take "sometimes three
days to clarify something."
Ghermay stated lhat were many ways
to communicate messages through the
office either by phone or a written message. Brown added that Nichols isaware
shehas an "unofficial office hour" at the
same time as Nichols' office hours.
Nichols countered by asserting that
messages are not the best way to
communicate and that was alwaysup to
him to go to theactivites office rather
than them coming to him.
Ghermay said it is Nichols' responsibility to communicate if he is notable
to do something. Ghermay stated that
"he (Nichols) has never written back
saying he could not do something."
Nichols said he is frustrated by the
lack of support for his office. He said
his office had been and still is
understaffed. He emphasized that he
originally came into the office thinking,
he could "upgrade publicity."
He said he feels hindered by the
mediums available to him to reach the
student body. He also said the same
people came to the events regardless of
publicity. "It is frustrating to put a lot
of energy into something and wonder if
people have actually seen something or
Brown admitted some publicity, such
as flyers, do not attract students attention
but it is "better to have some publicity
than none."
Ghermay also stressed the importance
of publicity. "At this school, it is
critical that the stuff get out and that it
be done accurately."
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Psychologist to speak
Faculty member finds on changing attitudes
SUmaternity problems
By Steve Giuntoli
Spectator Reporter

By Angie Babcock
Assistant ManagingEditor:

Last summer Seattle University
French professor, Jane Dozer, found out
she was pregnant.
As a courtesy, she promptly notified
her department head and dean that she
would probably need some maternity
leave at the end of the quarter. Her due
date was Nov.26.
What she found in her quest for
maternity leave was absent in writing.
"I looked up in the faculty handbook
and discovered—there was no (maternity
leave) policy," said Dozer.
She discovered three types of leaves:
military, jury and compassionate.
Assuming she would be considered
under compassionate leave she
submitted a letter to Paul Milan,foreign
language department chairman, David
Pollock, dean of Arts and Sciences and
John Topol, S.J., vice president for
Academic Affairs, requestinga possible
leave of 10 days.
Theletter shereceived in return stated,
"Compassionate leave does not include
maternity leave, there is no maternity
leave for Seattle University. You may
take up to four weeks uncompensated
leave if you so desire..."
Thinking this strange, Dozer started to
explore the issue. "The more Iexplored
themore incongruities Ifound," she said.
"I should have been informed
initially...that Iwould be entitled to sick
leave. That's important because theissue
of sick leave became a second issue,but
nobody could say it was definitely paid,"
she said," It was also undecided whether
the 30 days of sick leave would be 30
calendar days or 30 work days."
The current Faculty Handbook does
not contain a maternity leave policy.
According to April Snyder, assistant
vice president for Academic Affairs,in
the Personnel Policy and Procedures
Manuel, which governs staff,
professional staff and administration, a
maternity leave is stated. But themanuel
does not specifically say that it covers
faculty.
Dozer started exploring more.
"The first type of leave that Ishould
have been entitled to...would be sick
leave. That wouldcover thebirth and any
complications proceeding (it), but that
wasn't anywhere in writing and that was
the problem," Dozer stated.
"It justsimply doesn't exist anywhere,
its anunwritten understood situation,but
its enough to start acommittee working
on the problem."
And that's exactly what happened.
Dozer worked with the Faculty Senate
Subcommittee on Amendments to the
Faculty Handbook to try to distinguish
sick leave and maternity leave.
"Maternity leave needed to be
presented as an option for faculty. If
women had the right to maternity leave
then we wanted to provide something for
men who would also want to have time
off."
According to Dozer what the
committee drafted stated sick leave would
be 30 working days per academic year.
Included under leave with pay wouldbe
maternity leave tonot exceed sixcalendar

weeks, excluding vacation daysnormally
allowed to faculty. If the faculty

member incurred complications during
pregnancyand required additional timeoff
she may do so under short term disability
receiving 50-60 percent ofher salary.
If another extension of leave beyond
short term disability was desired the
faculty member could do so under the
provisions of parental leave.This type of
leave is unpaid and would be allowed to
either parent for a period of time
negotiated by their department.
"Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
states...that the provisions of maternity
(leave) alsobe allowed to men otherwise
it constitutes sex discrimination...and
that was the real reason for drafting a
parental leave option," saidDozer.
After the proposal was drafted it went
before a university-wide committee
whichreviewed amendments and wasnot
accepted.
"Theamendment committee looked at
their policy and said this isn't really a
faculty issue, it's university-wide
therefore itreally shouldn't have to go in
the faculty handbook," said Snyder.
"What we discoveredin trying to deal
with that is...the intent of the personnel
manuel is that it covers faculty in all
areas where it's not specifically covered
in the Faculty Handbook," said Snyder.
"In fact, we're saying that they've
really been covered all along; we just
never specified it andnow we're going to
put that in writing," she said.
ine current maternity leave policy
therefore states: "...While maternity
leave is leave withoutpay, the employee
may requestandbe granted the use ofall
accumulated vacation time and accrued
sick leave...an exception to the leave of
absence without pay would be when the
employee developscomplications during
pregnancy and/or delivery that are
confirmed by a medical doctor to be
disabling and thereby preventing the
employee from returning to work. This
would then be covered under short-term
and/or long-term disability benefits..."
This policy does not provide parental
leave.
Snyder said that clause was not
upheld by the Supreme Court in their
recent decision upholding maternity leave
and so "there is no legal binding rule for
us to do that."
However, the proposal will go from
the Faculty Senate Committee to the
Fringe Benefits Committee where upon
they will make arecommendation to the
cabinet about institutingparental leave.
"But it's not all guaranteed," she said.
Three weeks ago the Supreme Court
upheld that employers must grant
maternity leave to workers and must
reinstate them when they return.
According to Washington law unpaid
maternity leave must be granted by
employers with eight or more
employees.
According to a recent issue of the
Seattle Post-Intclligcncer,employers can
be ordered by the state commission to
reinstate women returning from leave and
also require them to grant back pay and
benefits pluspay up to a $1,000 general
award to the person, said Rick Ramseth,
compliance supervisor for the
Washington Sate Human Rights
Commission

.

Bruno Bettelheim, world renowned
child psychologist, will presenta lecture
next week on changing attitudes that
have brought dissatisfaction to the
modern family.
"The Crisis in the American Family:
Causes and Consequences," will be the
topic of the event at Seattle University
on Feb. 5.
"We should not blame each other for
the difficulties in the family because we
are not at fault. It is a change in conditions which is mostly at fault," Bettelheimremarked.
Bettelheim is an author and guest
speaker who lives in Santa Monica,

Bruno Bettelheim, a world reknownedchild psychologist.

Calif. Born in Vienna, Austria in 1903,
he received his doctorate in psychology
and philosophy from the University of
Vienna.
After a year in the concentration
camps at Dachau and Buchenwald, he
came to the United Statedin 1939.
The fatherof two daughters and a son,
Bcttelheim is the Stella M. Rowley distinguished service professor emeritus of
education, psychology, and psychiatry
and director emeritus of the Orthogenic
School of the University of Chicago.
Bcttelheim spent 29 years in theOrthogenic School, the University of
Chicago'sresidential treatmentcenter for
severely emotionally disturbedchildren.
He is currently the visiting professor
emeritus of Psychiatry and senior research fellow of theHoover Institution at
Stanford University. Heis also a member of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and of the American Psychological Association.
All of Bettelheim's written works
have been translated into the major
languages. His best-known books include "The Informed Heart" and "The
Uses of Enchantment." Among his most
recent books are "On Learning to Read
andFreudand Man's Soul."
Bettelheim has just finished a book
on child-rearing that took 14 years to
write. The book, "A Good Enough
Parent," will appear in May.
Following the lecture, there will be a
reception with informal discussion and
autographs by Bettelheim.
The lecture is sponsored by the Educational Programs Committee. The event
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. Itis free with aSU identification
card or $4 perperson at the door.

SU insurance policies total
half million in premiums
By Mike Ligot

--

Spectator Reporter
(See related story page 2)
Although it once went one month
without any kind of insurance, Seattle
University now pays an approximately
half-million dollar insurance premium
peryear.
However, the fine arts department,
located in Buhr Hall,which was recently
robbed, must take the brunt of replacing
the stolen material without help from
insurance.
The total cost of replacing the stolen
goods (video recording equipment, a
video monitor, and stereo system components) is estimated to be around
$4,000. However, the deductible for Buhr
Hall is $5,000. This means that insurance will only pay costs that exceed
the original $5,000 loss.
Chris Bingham, of the Instructional
Media Center, is in charge of replacing
the stolen goods. He has compiled a list
of recommended replacements and feels
most of the stolen goods can be replaced.
"The school is verygood about replacing
from the self-insurance fund," he said,
referring to a special fund SU maintains
to help cover some things insurance
cannot, in this place replacement goods.
Jim Adolphson, budget director, will
determine what will be replaced or not
In the future, however, SU will have
to contend with choppy, unpredictable
waters in the insurance field,a task many

other institutions are facing.
Denis Ransmeicr, the vice president
finance,
explains that the insurance
for
"market went bad" last year, creating
havoc for a number of institutions.
Colleges and cities had exceptional
troubles in getting insurance, and it was
during this time period that SU went for
amonth without paying insurance.
In fact, some colleges (in particular,
a few of the IvyLeague schools) went a
head and,along with the help of a large
insurance company, formed their own
insurance firm. SU still buys its
insurance from Home Insurance with a
policy ofan undisclosed amount.
Ransmeier discussed how clients
as
such SU establish insurance policies,
as follows.
Clients and insurance companies sign
one-year contracts that set rates, deduclibles, and premiums, which are the
amounts that the clients pay per year. A
higher premium results in a lower
deductible, and, in the case of an
emergency, more assistance from the
company.
At the end of the year, client and
agent meet again to set new rates,
dcductibles and premiums. Data from
happenings to the client and company
surveys of other clients and trends
determine the new rate of payment. This
number usually goes up, especially if the
client happens to be determined a "high
risk".

Nglus .
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Scharf highlights Germany research
services, thechurchis considered a helpful thing to have, Scharf said. Though
not always in agreement on every issue,

ncrs," explaining

By Barbara Gracia
SpectatorReporter

In contrast to other Communist countries. East Germany's church-state relations show positive dimensions, according to Bradley Scharf,associate professor of political science at SeattleUniversity.
Scharfreferred to the church and state
in East Germany as "discussion part-

that the church is an
institution that government will talk to.
In a presentation to 25 other faculty
members, Scharf discussed the church's
power from pre-war days to the present,
covering issues from boundary and
church population changes, to rejection
of divine authority for secular authority,
to a major turning point in 1969, to
strongsocial issue stands.
With its high involvement in social

the churchesarelistened to, headded.
Scharf was selected as one of 12
American scholars to participate in a
research exchange program under the
terms ofaUnited States-German Democratic Republic agreement His interests
lie in East German society and politics,
but his research focused primarily on

Suspect arrested in local assault case
Tasha Stephenson
SpectatorReporter

Illy

Late last week a suspect in the local
area rapeand assaultcases was takeninto
custody. Police told the court that a
witness had identified the 19-year-old
suspect after seeing an attemptedrape on
Dec. 18. As of Jan. 21 no formal charges have been filed.
It is believed that this is the same
man who attacked a Seattle University
student on the intramural field last November. Composite drawings of the man
were posted on campus.
"He had a knife and tried to drag her
into the men's bathroom," said Bob
Fenn, director of Safety and Security.
"She resistedand was cut quite severely
on her hand."

for Student Life. Eshelman then made
thedecision to blanket the whole campus
community with the notices,Fenn said.
Since the November assault there
havebeen no other accounts ofassaultor
sexualharassment on campus, according
to Fenn.
"We did not want to create a panic,"
saidFenn. Security just wants thecampus to be mentally alert andaware of the
problems around this area and it seems
the distribution of the composite drawing
hasdone the job, headded.
"I do not want to down play it,but I
don't want to make more out of it than
there is," Fenn said.
If you have general information on
the suspect call 626-5356. In emergency
call 626-5911.

Two weeks later the Seattle PostIntelligencer ran an article and a composite of a man harassing people in the
Harborview and Capitol Hillareas.
Some faculty and staff members reported seeinga manin theresidence halls
whoresembled the newspapercomposite,
saidFenn.
A meeting of security officials was
called by Fenn following these reports to
discuss incidences on the university and
hospital campuses. "Modes of operation
were compared andit seemed themanresponsible for local assaults was the same
man who attacked our victim at SU,"
saidFenn.
The decision to post the notice and
composite drawing on campus wasmade
by John Eshclman, executive vice president and Jerry Stringer, vice president

Looking ahead

Jan. 28

As many are sitting down to dinner
tonight, about 50 Seattle University
students will be attending a hunger
awareness banquet in the Campion
ballroom from 5-7 p.m.
Food for the meal will be divided in
the same proportion as it is around the
world. A few will eat a full meal at a
nicely set table, while most will be
seated on the bare floor, eating rice and
drinking water.
Call Campus Ministry at 626-5900
for more information.

January 29
For boaters in the S.U. area , two ten
week courses in boatingsafety are being
offered by the Seattle Power Squadron,
begining tomorrow.
With free instruction and a nominal
cost for materials, students will learn
about the fundamentals of sailand power
boating, the rules of the road at sea,
weather, engine troubleshooting, and
other areas of boating safety.
For information call Jack Bigelow, at

Jan. 30
This is thedeadline for applications to
the senior class committee. The
committee plans all activities for the
graduating class and contributes input to
the format of university commencement
activities, applications are available in
theStudent Life office.
Members of the SU community can
get a taste ofFESTIVAL SUNDIATA,a
multi-arts celebration of black culture,
history, and art begining Jan.30, and
running through Fcb.l. at Seattle
Center. Musical entertainment will be
highlighted by saxophonist Branford
Marsalis, who will perform at the
Center's Flag Pavillion on Jan. 31 at 8

There will also be visual arts, crafts,

Feb. 20
Anyone interested in helping to
teach illiterate adults to read can sign up

films and plays.
A preview reception will take place
tomorrow from 5:30-8:30 p.m. in
conference room "H" of the Center
House.
The event is free and open to the
public. For more details,call 467-8656.

for any one of five Basic Literacy Tutor
Training Workshops, begining Feb.
20-21.
The twelve-hour workshops will also
be conducted on Mar. 13-14, April
10-11, May 5 and May 7, May 12 and
May 14, and June 5-6.
The $12.75registration fee is payable
in advance or at the door. Participants
willbenotified of theroom and building
by the Office of Continuing Education.
For more information, call 626-6626.
Compiled and edited by Marty
Niland

Feb. 4
SU students who are interested in
working with the ASSU restructuring
committee, as described in last week's
Spectator, have until this evening to
leave their names in the Student Life
Office, room 204in the Student Union.
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social policy. His presentation looked
exclusively at to East German religion.
Scharfs speech was the secondof four
faculty symposiums to be given this
According to Steve Dickerson, assistant professor of philosophy and
organizer of the symposiums, the presentations serve as a forum for faculty
members to share their research interests
with others
What is presented is "non-polished,
work-in-process" so the speaker can receive ideas and suggestions from other
disciplines, and in return they can relate
what the speaker says to our own fields,
Dickerson said.
The symposiums were started two
years ago by the dean of Arts and Sciences, David Pollick.
During the '85-'86 school year five
presentations were given with issues
ranging from Interpersonal Relationships as Imaginative Creations presented
by Associate Professor Steen Hailing,
department of psychology, to Evolution
and the Open Future, given by Associate
Professor Andrew Bjelland,department of
philosophy.
The '86-'87 symposia presentations
started in November with Professor
Lane Gerbcr, department of psychology,
speaking on relationships between doctors and terminally ill patients. Scheduled in February is Louis Christensen,
professor in the department of fine arts,
speaking on Viking music, and in early
May, Stephen Rowan, SJ., department
of English, on Richard III.
Formats for the symposiums are
different for each speaker, but generally
include an introduction by Dickerson,
followed by the speaker's presentation
with a question and answer period following. All faculty and students are
welcome to attend.

.
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Jesuit, Contra discuss Nicaragua
(continued from page one)

agreeable with the revolution you don't
work."

RIs

Marxism imposed?

with. Why doesn't the United States
help? How can you give help to a government that has a national anthem that
says 'gringo's,enemies of the humanity'
everyday?"
Is there religious freedom?

--

Jerez: Idon't see any problems in
inducing some of theMarxist analysis of
society. We study the train of thought
of Marxism in class but we also study
other trains of thoughts as well. No
there isno imposing of Marxism. After
seven years of being in power they are
proving to us that they don't want another Cuba but a Nicaraguan revolution
here.
The Nicaraguan revolution has three
main sources of inspiration: 1) to the
Nationalists of Sandino. "I can understandhe was so muchin favor ofNicaragua being an independent country and
fighting against the invasion. He was
Catholic." 2) The open non-dogmatic
Latin American Socialist or Marxist. Is
there any? There are so many interpretations today. 3) The Open Catholicism
/Christianity coming from the Vatican.

I

Garcia: Most of the priests, even
e Minister of Education, are communist. Iknow this because the Pope told
them not to perform any sacraments?
The revolution was founded on Marxism
and that Christ for them is like a
Marxist. Andhow can apriest support a
government that doesn't believe inGod?
You have to go to Managua and to all
the big plazas you will see banners of
Lenin, Karl Marx, Fonseca Amador
the Jesus Christ of the Sandinistas, a
terrorist anda communist/Marxist.

-

I

to fight for something they do not agree

Jerez: The government has been
saying there has to be a general agreement between church and estate. The
estate is right. Why? Because if we say
"okay, Bishop Vega can come back
tomorrow but on the day he comes back
he willbe saying the same things he said
before, then he will be expelledagain."
The action taken against Vega was a
political reaction against a political
action. Vega was saying the Contras are
the solution; their help is welcome. It
wouldbe likebeing inFrance during the
occupation and somebody being for the
Nazis. Imagine how the people would
feel. The action taken was political
against something political, this is not
persecution of the church.
Garcia: Who are the Nazis? The
Americans? Vega agrees that the
Contras were like the voiceof the people
of Nicaragua that were suppressed.
Anybody has the right to rebel against a
dictator whether he is from the right or
from the left. Nicaragua is 90 percent
Catholic. The Sandinistas are afraid of
the power of Cardcnal because he can
tumble the government through the
people. If Vega is against the revolution
what about those supporting the
revolution of a totalitarian government?
"They are with God and Vega is with
Satan?"

Views on economic sanctions

►

The Nicaraguan Constitution
Jerez: The impending constitution,
which has been in process for two years,
is in the final draft form. A lot of
mistakes were made in the beginning,
for in- stance, in agrarian reformation,
they are giving land now not as a
collective or cooperative ownership,but
in many places are giving a piece of land
as a private ownership. However, they
can- not sell nor distribute the land to
sons or daughters.
A lot of changes concerning human
rights have been made; the question of
religion is being addressed; and the
possibilities of reelections. The constitution has four branches: executive,
judicial, legislature and the Supreme
Electoral Commission, to administer
elections, which has been a Nicaraguan
tradition.
Garcia: "The constitution is a piece
of nothing. It was made by Sandinistas;
the democratic party did not participate."
An invitation to visit
Jerez: "I would like to recommend
you to come and see. Those whocame
and saw are the ones whoare helping the
most. The vast majority of foreigners
working for Nicaragua areUnited States
citizens, not Soviets or Cubans. You
don'tneed a visa."
Garcia: "I wish you would come
and see Nicaragua. Then you will see

Jerez: "I'm not so much afraid that

...

an intervention will take place
because a low intensity war has been
imposed on Nicaragua andit is working.
The decision of the U.S.administration
to not finish the revolution at once but
rather to suffocate it little by little
through the economy. The Nicaraguan
people will fight but if the U.S. boys
come in they will die too, and the administration is very sensitive to public
opinion.
Garcia: There is a lack of
information. The people of the United
States areinfluenced by theleftist press.
Ithink they (the leftist press) want it to
be taken over in the next 20-30 years.
This country is infiltrated, if ever the
United States loses or we lose Central
America the next step is Mexico. Imagine 10 million people crossing that
river because there is Communism in
Mexico, then you will see what is
terrorism in the United States. But the
leftists don't want to listen to Reagan
because they think he is talking
nonsense about these little countries
being a threat. This is why the Russians
are trying they know the only way to
overthrow this government is to slowly
infiltrate this country, through the

-

-
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who they (Sandinistas)really are. Come
and see the people standing in line for
hours for bread or milk." The United
States citizens in Nicaragua are the
leftists, they are either the retired or the
people from the peace marches; they see
the leftist government and say 'I am so
happy.' The reason they maintain the
shortage of goods is so the people don't
think about rebelling but about food
and that is part of the communism.
"They have the advisor of the Cubans,
they know after almost 30 years how to
control a country. There is no freedom
of press,speech orchurch. TheCatholic
radio (station) was confiscated andclosed.

-

Gn and see"

Immediate
Openings

United States intervention

Jerez: Our main problem is the eco-

nomic sanctions imposed by the United
States. Our transportation system, the
hospitals, the production apparatus for
cotton, sugar and coffee, any systems we
have and its replacements are from the
United States. Their reasons for imposing the sanctions is obvious; we are a
threat they say. The administration
doesn't like a small nation that asks to
be treated with dignity and like equals
and they arc not ready to suffer that yet.
The example of Nicaragua could be
influential not only for the small
political countries of Central America
but probably for the not so small
countries of the Third World. Remember, we agreed on Contradora in the
beginning.
Garcia: The United States placed
sanctions on Nicaragua because: 1) they
are communist; 2) whatever help we give
them they use to get arms for themselves; 3) and they oppress thepeople.
Nicaragua is the biggest army country
in Central America. If the Sandinistas
decided to invade Honduras and Costa
Rica they couldbe in boyh capitals in48
hours. They have a regular army of
65,000 and an irregular army of 200,000.
They have an obligatory military service
from the ages of 15-40. Nobody wants

people,and through the technology. The
communists work 48 hours, not 24
hours a day.

75 Driver Positions Availabie
Earn Money Now
Domino's Pizza is currently hiring qualified driver
applicants for locations throughout the Seattle

area.

FREE PIZZA

to every QUALIFIED applicant
Every person who comes into our Capitol Hill,Rainier
Beach, Rainier/Beacon or Madison Park stores and
meets the following qualifications will receive a FREE
12" 3-item pizza. Applicants must:

Be a minimum of 18 years of age
Have a good driving record
Have access to a reliable vehicle
Have insurance coverage for that vehicle*
*Proof of current insurance must be presented to
receive free pizza
To apply, visit the Domino's Pizza location nearest you
between 2:3opm and 4:oopm weekdays, or noon to
4:oopm Saturday and Sunday.
Locations offering the special FREE PIZZA:
Capitol Hill

Rainier/Beacon

128 Broadway East

2601 S.McClellan

Rainier Beach
725-1690
7903 Rainier Aye. S.

Madison Park
328-0102
2743 E. Madison
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controversy
Roe
still
evokes
v.Wade
Anniversary of decision highlights differences between opposing groups
controvers

By Angie Babcock
Assistant ManagingEditor

I
I

Last Thursday marked the
anniversary of the Supreme Court's
landmark decision,Roe vs. Wade, which
legalizedabortionin theUnitedStates.
Controversy still prevails in a
country split by emotions over the
Court's legal decision passed 14 years
ago.
"Abortion is not a harmless medical
procedure, but the taking of a life of a
living human being. This tragic and
terrible toll continues at a rate of more
than 4,000 young lives lost each day,"
President Reagan said to elated abortion
opponentsin Washington, D.C.
At a National Abortion Rights
Action League rally on Jan. 22, Susan
Clarke, vice president of the Washington
State Chapter stated, "We arehere today
to commemorate the 1973 Supreme
Court decision of Roe vs. Wade which
took women out of the back alleys and
into the clinics and hospitals where
licensed medical professionals could
legallyperform abortions."
In 1973, Roe vs. Wade established
the right to choose abortion based on the
right to personal privacy founded on the
fourth, fifth, ninth and fourteenth
constitutional amendments.
The court staled these amendments are
"broad enough to encompass a woman's

Roger Blanchette, S.J., SU Students
For Life adviser, said, "In general the
right to life movement and the students
for life are part of working for areversal
of Roe vs. Wade either through a court
decision or a constitutional amendment.
Most immediately, however, that's not
going to happen."
He added that whatneeds tohappen is
of legislature that would
prevention
a
"widen and foster the abortion

decision whether or not to terminate her
pregnancy."
"The Court looked at four basic
aspects before there was actually a
decision," said David Amcscn SU
professor and attorney at law. "The
decision was only a legal decision. It
didn't take in the four things they
actually considered."
He said the four items the Court
looked at were the religious, medical,
moral and legal arguments at the time.
They made the legal decision and
left it up to the individual to take into
consideration these factors andmake their
own decision,he said.
"What gets sidetracked on the
discussion of Roe vs. Wade is the
Supreme Court did not come out and
advocate abortion or not advocate
abortion," Arnesen said. "What theysaid
was that abortion in these certain
circumstances outlined in the case is
legal and theaction that is being takenin
not illegal."
Last June, the Supreme Court
again upheld a women's right to legal
abortionin a 5-4 decision
Marilyn Knight, public affairs
director for Planned Parenthood,said the
reversal of the Roe vs. Wade decision
would take away one option for pregnant
womenandcould be "troublesome."
"It's a matter of choice and personal
decision," she said.

mcnln'ily."

Arnescn said, "I don't believe that
the Supreme Court, even when its
becoming a more conservative Supreme
Court, will ever overturn or completely
overuleRoe vs.Wade."
"The reason Idon't think they will
is that the court made it clear that they
were simply saying that the act of
abortion, the medical procedure of
abortion, is not illegal under the laws
and under the constitution," Arnescn
said.
The Progress reported Jan. 15 that Fr.
Edward Brycc, director of the United
States Catholic Conference Office for
Pro-Life activities, said at a pro-life
symposium at SU, the Roe vs. Wade
decision "erected the largest obstacle to
theexercise of the protection of a human
right (to life)."
The decision, according to Bryce,
says in effect that "prior to birth, no
congress and no legislature can do

iState abortion laws change with time
In Washington, abortion was legalizedthrough Referendum
20in1970 by a 57 percentmajority.
This Referendum stated that the abortion must be

performed in an approved facility and doneno later than four
months after conception. The law also required that the
woman be aresident of the state for at least 90 days. She must
also have to consent of a parent or guardian if she is a minor,
or the consent of her husband if she is currently living with

_
him;In ,
.„, ..
„
January of 1975, the Washington State Supreme Court
.„

ruled that parental consent is not a requirement of a minor's
abortion. And in 1976 the US Supreme Court ruled that
neither the parents,if sheis a minor, nor her husband,if she
is married, can veto a woman's prior written consent to an
abortion.
Washington is one of nine states that provide state
funding for abortions.
"
n,
r fr
x.
In
November
1984Initiative 471, which wouldhave ended
state funding for abortions for low income women, was turned
down by a 53 percent vote. In 1986 a similar Initiative
,
circulated,but failed to get the necessary signatures to make
theNovember ballot
,,.,.
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Training School,
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pay, complete medical care
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SSgt Gary Collick
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There was a total of 25,835 abortions performed in
Washington during 1985. Women ages 20-24 accounted for
34 percent of those or a total of 8,796. (Seeaccompanying
chart.)

.

Abortions

for

tnge

Washington Residents
*v aiie

Age
Total #
159
under 15
6,424
15-19
8,796
20-24
5,559
25-29
3,018
30-34
1,456
35-39
40-44
377
over 44
30
age unknown 16

TOTAL

25,835

% of Total
.6
24.9
34.0

21.5
11.7
5.6
1.5
.1
.1

.

100.00

♥courtesyofPlannedParenthood

anything to interfere with the decision
that a mother makes."
Clarke said, "We know today that
Roe vs. Wade was simply the first step
in securing women's reproductive
freedom but Roe vs. Wade is not j
enough,"
"It has been 14 years since that
momentous day and weare still fighting
for our lives," she said.
Law andorder is not always the case
with the abortion issue.
Bombings and attacks on abortion
clinics have become part of some
anti-abortionists ways to end the
procedure. In 1984, the Feminist
Women's Health Center in Everett was
fire-bombed three times, the final time
burning to the ground.
Recently in Spokane, an
anti-abortion group called SHARE
continued to picket outside a medical
clinic despite the Supreme Court's
decision to uphold a 1985 state Superior
Court injunction banning the sidewalk
demonstrations.
Due to the persuasion of abortion
foes, 21 counties in Washington have
been proclaimed "abortion free-zones."
Some of these are Lincoln, Adams,
Benton and Pacific counties.
The Court also said in its decision
that at some point a "compelling state
interest" in protecting the health of the
individual and the potentiality of human
life develops, which would allow for the
state to regulate some of the factors
managing the abortion decision.
A trimester timetable was set up by
the Supreme Court to balance the
interests of the woman and the state.
During the first trimester, the Court said
that the state has no "compelling
interest" in protecting the health of the
individual because "abortion in early
pregnancy, although not without its
risks, is relatively safe."
"Compelling interest" is also not
present in protecting the potentiality of
human life because "the compelling
point is at viability." Therefore, the only
requirement a statemay make during the
first trimester is that the abortion be
performedbya physician.
During the second trimester the state
may regulate the abortion procedure in
waysrelated to the health of the mother.
Examples of permissable state regulation
are the requirementsof qualifications for
the person to perform the abortion and
the facility in which the procedure is
performed.
The state has the permission of the
Court to regulate and even ban abortion
except where it is necessary for the
preservation of the life or health of the
mother, during the third trimester.

-
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SU displays diversity
at 10th anniversary
By Sanjay Sippy
and Raelene Sam
Spectator reporters

Xvainbow colored costumes, piping hot cuisine,andexotic dances
highlighted the10th anniversary of Seattle University's International
Dinnerlast Saturday.
From Japanese sushi to Middle Eastern shisk-kabob,thefaire reflected
the diversity of SU students who prepared dishes from their
international backgrounds.
Over forty differentnations were represented at the dinner, said Faizi
Ghodsi, chairman of theAssociation of International Relations, which
sponsors the event.
"It is an opportunity for the people with diverse backgrounds to get
together and work towards acommon goal," Ghodsi said.
The traditional theme of thedinneris thepromotion of worldpeace,
Ghodsi said. This year the theme was modified to emphasize goodwill
becauseof SU's close ties with 1990's Goodwill Games, he said.
William J. Sullivan,S.J., university president and Goodwill Games
chairman, was scheduled to speak at the dinner but was unable due to a
recent surgery.
Instead,Brigitte Schulz, SU assistant professor of political science,
spoke about defining peace in today's world.
In addition to the sampling ofdifferent dishes,dinner guests were
entertainedwith equally diverse expressions of internationalcultures.
A Zimbawe musician entertained the approximately 400 diners with his
unusualhand-flute and with a guitar-like instrument. Native Americans
in multi-rainbow costumes with feathers andtrinkets also danced.
Audiences were entertained with the seductive andcurvaceous
movements of Zaphara, a belly dancer. Zaphara demonstratedher poise
by balancing a sword on her head.
The Malaysian Club also performed severaldances including a candle
light dance where members danced in the darkness balancing burning
candles without the flames extinguishing.
Theinternationalentertainment ended with the lively and energetic
Samoans who hollaredand shouted while dancing to beat-drums and
invited the audience to participate.
The dinner was also co-sponsoredby the ASSUand the International
StudentCenter.

Photos by Sanjay Sippy

Josela del Ray, from Los Lamingos performs the
Flamingo dance (above). Marlin Neilson, a local
Native American twirls in an Indian Fancy dance
(lower left). Luisa Penitusi, spins a sword in the
finale performance of the Samoan dance (lowerright).
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The country's largest cash crop

Legalizing marijuana: a pot of gold t
Experts

say it is becoming an
epidemic. This year sales are
estimated to exceed that ofcornin Iowa,
wheat in Washington and pineapples in
Hawaii. Americans spent $25 billion on
it in 1980.
In1986 marijuana became the number
one crop in America producing a record

Story by
Lance R.Tormey
$18.6 billion, putting it slightly ahead
of com (18.5)— the first time an illicit
crop hasbecome the number oneharvest
in the United States, that from a report
by the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML).
"The fact that an illegal crop is the
most valuable crop in the United States
is another indication of troubles in our
farm economy," says Kevin Zeese,
national director of NORML. "With our
country over two trillion dollars in debt,
it is time for us to legalize and tax
America's most valuable crop."
According to NORML's1985 Domestic Marijuana Crop Report, the $18.6
billion crop is much higher than 1984s
$16.6 billion crop and anincrease of 35
percent over 1983. Estimations indicate
that most of the American cultivated
marijuana was the highly potent sinsemilla, worth more than $2,500 a pound.
"John Smith," thenom de guerre for
a 34-year-old Seattle marijuana dealer,
says that most of these estimates are true
and heindicates that the marijuana grown

in the United States has become more
andmore potentand localized.
"Just in the years I've sold dope (he
estimates 20 years) I've seen alot of
changes," says Smith, as he takes a
drag off a finger sized joint.' "Iused to
get my dope from California Mexico
and Hawaii, but now most of my
friends are growing great dope here in
Seattle!"
Over the years Smith says that the
marijuana grown in Seattle has outsold
any other breed he has been able to offer
his customers.
Butproblems do arise.
Recently one of Smith's suppliers was
arrested for more than $500,000 worthof
locally grownmarijuana. "Thisobviously hurt my supply for a while but he's
decided to grow again,"says Smith ashe
laughs in disbelief. "Iknow for afact the
guy goes to Spain for vacation about
every two months. Now you tell me if
you'd wanta' start waiting fucking tables
after earning thosekindofbucks."
Obviously, Smith says,money is just
about the only motivating factor that
keeps dope dealers and growers in
business.
And Smith's prices are motivating if
not staggering.
Prices rangeanywhere from $25 foran
eighth of an ounce (the smallest quantity
he sells) to $2,500 for a pound of what
Smith calls "thebest damn dope on the
Westcoast."
He says the supply is never ending.
"Hell, if it keeps up like this, by this
time next year Iwon't even be able to
write my name." He says the price does

...

...

...

"HOW DANGEROUS IS MARIJUANA
IN COMPARISON TOOTHER SUBSTANCES?"
According to World Almanacs,LifeInsurance Actuarial (death) Rates, andthelast
12 years of the U.S. Surgeon General's Reports, Americans die directly or
primarily, from the following (selected)causesperyearNationwide.

Tobacco

200,000 to 300,000

Alcohol (not including 50 percent ofall highway deaths and
18,951 to 130,000
65 percent of all murders)
Aspirin (including deliberate overdose)

180 to 1,000 plus

Caffeine (from stress, ulcers and triggering irregular
heartbeats, etc.)

1,000 to 10,000

Overdose (deliberate or accidental) from prescribed
legal or patentmedicines and/or mixing with
alcohol e.g., Valium/alcohol
Overdose (deliberate or accidental) from all illegaldrugs
Marijuana (including overdose)

7,101 to 21,000

notoutweigh the quality. "It's too potent
it doesn'tneed to be this good!"

...

One Seattle University student who
wished to remain anonymous says the
increase in price and quality is mainly
due to theincrease in demand. "Iused to
buy pot withall kinds of seeds in itand
it use to be cheap (an ounce for $10) but
then people didn't smoke that much of
it."
He states that today people want
designer drugs. "They want quality not
quantity andofcourse alotmore people
are smoking it nowadays so Iguess
that's why its so damn expensive."
But price is not the only thing that
is growing atanincreased rate.
The SeattlePolice DrugEnforcement
Unit has seen an increase in indoor
growing houses in the Puget Sound area
during the past year. Grant Stewart, an
officer in the DrugEnforcement Unit of
Seattle, says that an increase in the
amount of marijuana cultivation is
mainly due to what he calls "indoor
cultivation units" being sold as general
houseplant"growth inducers."
Stewart says indoor cultivation is a
new trend in the "dope"business, and as
Seattle's Drug Enforcement Unit has
found, trying to arrest those who grow
their marijuana indoors is "getting
tougher and tougher."
"It use to be fairly easy but now we
have to go into someones home and
that's real tough." Stewart says the
bottom line is there arenow more drugs
andless effective,morelenientlaws.
In 1985 anestimated 25 percent ofall
marijuana was grown indoors,compared
to 15 percent in 1984,reports Sinsemilla
Tips, a marijuana growers monthly
magazine.
In a survey conducted in 1985 by
Sinsemilla Tips, more than 70 percent
grew all or part of their crops indoors.
Thesurvey reads:Indoor fanning is most
prevalent in Seattle, Wash., and
Portland, Ore.Seizures were up in both
states with Oregon's seizures more than
doubling.
One way of measuring the increase in
indoor marijuana cultivation is to measure the amount of indoor grow lights
sold over a length of time.
According to Phillips-Westinghouse,a
manufacturer of metalhalidc lights,more
than 1,500 grow lights are sold every
month in the United States.More than
3.6 million lamps were manufactured in
1984 compared to 1.6 million in 1977,
anincreaseof 8 percent each year.
But growing marijuana indoors
requires more than just knowledge of
turning on lights.
Sales of indoor marijuana growing

...

guides have increased dramatically in the
past five years. More than 20,000 copies
of George Cervantes' Indoor Marijuana
Horticulture have been sold, and over
11,000 copies of Ed Rosenthal's
Marijuana Growers Guide:Indoor Greenhouse Editionhave been sold asit now
goes intoits second printing.
With sucha large increase in the sales
of guides, lights, fertilizers and other
'growth inducers' Drug Enforcement
Agents, police officers and government
officials are facing a continuous uphill
battle to enforce marijuana laws.
And with governmentofficials trying
increasingly to isolate the problem,
marijuana is becoming verydispersed.
California officials say marijuana
farmers are growing smaller numbers of
plants in each individual plot, but the
number of plots each farmer owns is
growing as fast as their marijuana.
Farmers have supposedly moved out of
the traditionally heavily policed northern
California region, thus making law
enforcement difficult because police
cannot concentrate their searches in
particular areas.
California Attorney General,John K.
Vandekmpa, says that even their "paramilitary eradication program" which
focused its main efforts on northern
California,had "lead to the dispersal of
the industry throughout the rest of the
state."
But marijuana is not the only thing
dispersing itself.
American marijuana indoor growing
technology isinasmuch demand abroad
as the marijuana is at home.
According to reports by NORML,
United Statesindoor growing technology
is being exported to Mexico, Central
America and the Netherlands. This socalled 'Americanization' of foreign marijuanais making law enforcement difficult and is rendering the spraying of
paraquat virtually passe' in all areas of
marijuana control.
But Zeese, "John Smith" and SU students who use marijuana say the problems with enforcing marijuana laws are
mainly economic.
And Zeese feels that Americas farm
economy may be to blame.
With unemployment at a steady 6
percent, a bad farm economy and a
slowly dying timber industry, Americans
arc turning to marijuana cultivation to
feed hungry mouths and keep financial
burdens ata minimum.
But will marijuana ever become legal?
Zeese hopes so but he has his doubts.
Grant Stewart,officer for Seattle Drug
Enforcement Unit, says that with an
increasing amount of controller the
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Marijuanausers alsohave the same orlower incidenceof murders,highway deaths
andaccidents than thegeneralnon-marijuana usingpopulation as a whole.Crancer
Study, UCLA;U.S.Funded ($6 million),Jamaican Study(s) Istand 2nd, 1968 to
1974;Costa Rican Studies, 1980 to 1982.

LOWEST TOXICITY
100 percentof the studies done at dozens of American universities andresearch
facilities show marijuana toxicity does not exist Medical history does notrecord
anyonedying from an overdose of marijuana.(UCLA, Harvard,Temple, etc.)
(Information provided by National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws) (Figures are for 1979 from theFederal Government'sBureau of Mortality
Statistics and NIDA,the last complete year at the time of this writing.)
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An ounce of marijuana lies on a bedofbills. The current market price for that much marijuana is $25.

distribution of drugs by organizedcrime
fL liliesr forcing marijuana laws seems
"next to impossible."
the Presidents Commission on
ganized Crime is trying to control
drug laws in the United States with an
iron hand and with what NORML calls
"police state tactics." A reportissued by
the Commission recommends allUnited
States workers takerandom urine tests.
Commission chairman, Judge Irving
Kaufman, recommends such tests
become "as common as metal detectors
at the airports." The Commission also
recommends those arrested on marijuana
possessionberecriminalized and second
offenders go directly to jail. The
Commission urges local and state
authorities to increase the use of military
d|) elect fiic surveillance.
of the Commission's rccomsndations are as follows:
*A11 federal workers should be
required to submit to random urine tests,
all federal contractors should be required
to test their employees and all employers
should consider testing their employees.
♥Allstates should pass laws banning
/the sale of drugparaphernalia.
I "Intelligence information should be
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to

increased by relaxing laws concerning
electronic
surveillance.
* All first
offense possession cases
should include urine testing as part of
probation. All second offenders should
go to jail.
"Foreign governments should be
punished financially for failure to
eradicate drugs and rewarded for passing
things like extradition treaties.
Many drug enforcement agencies were
pleased with the Commission report.
Others gave swift reaction.
Newspapers such as the New York
Times, the Washington Post, the
Philadelphia Inquirer, the Baltimore
Sun, the Wall Street Journal and the
Portland Oregonian all printededitorials
opposing urine testing. Many went even
further, including The New York Times
which recommended the legalization of
marijuana.
Rodney Smith, deputy director of the
Commission, went against the recommendations for urine testing when on
March 18,herefused to provide a sample
for a congressional committee. Rep.
Gary L. Ackerman (D-NY), who requested the sample said: "Ithank you for
very eloquently proving the point that

Ke^M^

;
Drugs
.
on

we have set outto prove."
The Commission compares die war on
drugs to the war in Vietnam and states
that "we must clearly describe the
victory being sought." And victory for
thecommission would be "the dramatic
reduction,if not complete elimination,
of drug abuse in this society short
fixes,compromises and resignation are a
breach of faith with ourselves, our
children and generations to come."
But the war is taking its toll.
According to statistics acquiredby the
Seattle Times, more than half of all
Enviromental Protection agents were
former DrugEnforcement agents tiredof
fighting the war against drugs because it
seemed "noone cared."
So while police accross the country
try to uprootmarijuana growers, farmers
inIowa grow an ever-decreasingcrop of
wheat and pineapples suffer in the
slumping economic sun of Hawaii.
Today, many farmers that were growing
fields of prosperity years ago are now i
willing to risk cultivating a small m
number of plants to save the family
farm.
And to grow America's number one

...

crop,marijuana.
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ASSU
Getting down to business
Theconflicts within ASSUarenow officially resolved. There stillisleft the
clean-up of the personaldisagreements,and the facilitation ofa working
environment within the Senate,but following the decision from the arbitration
board,itis clearly a downhill process.
And now,a question remains throughout ASSU: What now?
Oneof the chief functions of the Senate is to hear outand act on the concerns
of the students. Often, these issues become themain focus of the Senate,
giving them something to continually work on, through research, inquiry,
action,and follow-up.
Both AbbeyGhermay, ASSU president,and Andy Thon,SJ., assistantvice
president for Student Life, said that one of the problems that theSenate had
recently is that they had no issues to rally behind,to give them a senseof unity
and group effort,regardless ofpersonal differences.
Thisis not true.
There are always issues for theSenate to work on.
For example, the coming tuition hike, the early closing of the library, the
quality of library in general,follow-up on the SUdivestment from South
Africa,the $250 amonth shared dorm rooms, inadequate funding for departments the deficient faculty salaries, therise of crime on campus, the frail state
of the sports program, and particularly the general lack of student involvement
in the major decisions of the university.
The problem is not that thereareno issues,it's that the Senate did not have
the motivation topursue the issues. We are not pointing fingers,but clarifying
the problem.
A decision hasbeen reached, for betteror for worse. Fortunately, the people
in the ASSUcan now get down to business, and do the excellent work of which
they are capable.

Hunthausen:
graduation
speaker?
When Idefine words like courage,

care, reflective,effective,dedication,ex-

perience, inspirational, principled and
need not pick up a dictionary
spiritual, I
have to dois to relate
for reference. All I
it to a warm hearted, fully blossomed
human being who resides just a few
blocks away fromour very own campus.
am referring to is
That person whom I
of
none other than one the most mediacovered. Archbishop Raymond G.Hunthausen.
My writing to you now is to ask you,
not to rally behind me but to rally
behind yourself and most importantly behind the theme of liberal arts education.
recommend thenomination of thearchI
bishop as the commencement speaker for
the 1987 graduation.
Archbishop Hunthausen, despite the
controversy,has demonstrated a willingness to bring about awareness on complex issues of morality other than jusl
being the spiritual leader of the North-

west. His principal is not of fame and
power but of basic human dignity irregardless of religion and politics. This
is why his leadership beacons across the
nation serving witness for broad ecumenical compassion and preaching a gospel, not only of words, but of deeds to
the poor and the oppressed. His virtue is
of no illustration nor is it of illusion.
His Virtue is care-care for the human
race.
What the Vatican believes is not my
concern. My concern is that Seattle
University isan institution that is just a
few blocks away from an historical
event, an institution that should show
public support for a "flesh and blood"
man that holds the very same principals
as those of liberal arts education. Who
better can this school ask but the
archbishop to speak for the commencement?
Controversy aside, Irespectfully ask
you readers to nominate archbishop as
this years graduation commencement
speaker to the Commencement Speaker
Committee. Please write all recommendations to Gregory Lucey, SJ., of
thenamed committee.
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Peter Lam
Spectator Staff Member

Tuition hike, part two

Sullivan vs. Socrates
The (verbal) fight of two millennia

By David Ellinger
A Socralic dialogue. A fiction.
The scene is the Greek deli just across
from Pike'sPlace. Socrates and William
J. Sullivan,S.J., carry on aconversation
while munching on spanikopita. We
pick up in themiddle of the dialogue.
Socrates: So, tell me of your new
tuition proposal, William.
William: Very well, Socrates.
Every year, when we raise tuition, Ialways feel that we arc cheating ourselves
in comparison many other independent
universities in the Northwest.
S: How so?
W: Our tuition is below the average
for these universities, $312 below the
average. Although we continually raise
our tuition as much as the other schools,
we will always be losing revenue with
respect to the average. If weare to have
CONDO"f"6r~SAL~E

WALK TOSEATTLE UNIV.
Huge2bedroom, 2bath unitinexcellent
wilding with full security. Top floor comer
3 skylights. Well insulated.Big
kitchen with all appliances, adjacent eating
area/family room.
Separate formaldiningroom with wet bar &
bay
window.Heatilator
fireplace. $79,500.
($6,000 under tax appaisal.) An
excellentvalue! Call to see.
ADMIRALREALTY 935-4400,

average facilities, we must have an average tuition. Therefore,Iplan to raise the
tuition over the nextfew years,such that
we willattain that average.
S: In addition to the tuition hike due
to rising costs?
W: Assuredly.
S: Well,William, Ican see now why
your students have been in an uproar
over this! Many students won't be able
to afford your school anymore.
W: Socrates, Iam disappointed with
you. Iunderstand that this tuition raise
will prevent some students from coming
to school. It is always unfortunate when
we lose a student. However, we cannot
let each individual student hold back the
progress of the university, and we cannot
beheld accountable for every student
S: Unfortunate, and very true.
W: As long as we continue to run
below the average, we are going to be a
below average university, which is
something Icannot allow as long as I
am President.
S: Iam aware of your drive,William,
but Iam not sure if you arc correctly
assessing the situalion. Do you sincerely believe that if tuition is below
average, then the school itself is below
average?
W: Certainly, for a school may be
inexpensive but it will not have the best
facilities,nor will it pay their professors
adequately. Therefore,it cannotbe average.
S: Well then, if a school charges
$20,000 and provides aneducation worth
only $7,000 does that mean that it will
be anabove average institution?
W: Of course not.

S: And if a school charges $3,000 and
provides an education worth $6,000, will
itbe abelow average institution?
W: No, unquestionably.
S: Therefore, even though the first
school provides a better education than
the second, it docs not mean that the first
school is any better than the second.
W: But the first school still provides
abetter education.
S: True, but one must evaluate the
cost. Certainly if everyone could afford
the $80,000 to get a degree from the first
school, then this school would be the
better institution. However, considering
that most people cannot afford such a
luxury, the practical sideof the comparison must be more important, and the
second, less expensive school must be
judgedas better.
W: That is most certain.
S: Indeed, perhaps abetter comparison
might be made between two schools
which provide a roughly equal education,
but one costs more than the other.
Surely they arc equal in the end product,
but wouldn't the less expensive school
bebetter thanits counterpart?
W: Yes.
S: Even though they provide an equal
education?
W: Even so.
S: Therefore, the quality of a university must be based not only on the education it provides, but also on the cost.
W: That conclusion is most evident.
S: We must conclude, William, that
when you propose to raise tuition, you
are not giving the students any sort of
assurance that the school will be
improved enough to warrant theincrease.

Now, what do you plan to do with the

money?
W: We have not decided yet.
S: Then you have given no evidence
that you will improve the institution. If
you raise tuition, you will not necessarily make SU better.
W: But once we get the money, there
are many places to put it, many renovations to be made. The money
would help.
S: William, just because you have a
use for the money doesn't mean that you
will use the money well. Is this not so?
W: Yes, Imust admit you are right.
S: In addition,the studentsdeserve the
chance to evaluate the worth of the tuition raise on the basis of the projected
end result. But you don'thave anend result in sight, do you?
W: No, we don't have anything
specific.
S: Then to raise the tuition just so it
will rise to the average isn't a correct
way of dealing with the problems at SU.
The question of "average" is only a justification for raising tuition; for, as we
have shown, a school is better not
because it has more money, but rather
that it uses its money wisely. Isn't that
so?
W: Precisely, Socrates.
S: Although you have good places to
put the money, you will need stronger
reasons and planning, if you want or care
about the students support and
enthusiasm. Do you?
W: That is my secret.
S: Fair enough. That is my one
question which Idon't expect you to
answer.

j
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Soapbox forum
students reap the
rewards of tuition?

IDo
II

was reading last week's Spectator
whenI
came across the article concerning
Father Sullivan's proposed tuition
increase for nextyear.
After reading the article,Ithought to
-.myself "what a novel concept Father
*■ Sullivan has." I
decided right then and
there thatIhad to make this tremendous
insight known to a few people who
could benefit from Father Sullivan's
pioneer thinking.
Right away Itelephoned the General
Manager of Volkswagon Inc. in Germany and brought to his attention that
his cars were selling below the average
cost of the five major automobile exporters in Germany. Iasked the GMif
he "was doing justice to the company
now and in the future to run below average."
Iasked him to consider how many
marks he might have increased revenues
* , this year if he raised the price of his cars
to the average of the other four German
exporters (Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Porscheand Audi).
I
had to be honest with him, so Itold
him I
drove a Mercedes. Itold him it
was because its cost was well above the
average.
And, had Iknown when Ifirst registeredhere at Seattle University whatI
just learned, namely that tuition rates
never would have
were below average,I
come here. Frankly Father Sullivan,
your tuition rates arc just toolow.
Now, let's just look at this in a more

light. How many people would
be driving cars if they all cost $30,000?
Volkswagon is a successful automobile
company because there isamarket for its
product. Does Volkswagon need to raise
its prices to the average before establishing a reputation for a quality product?

Ithink not.
When SU's tuition was $96 per credit
hour in 1982, it was known to have
some outstanding educational departments. Now, with the tuition at $148
per credit hour, can any one say that SU
has increased its standing in academics?
think not. In fact, Iseem to be hearing
I
less and less about the goodreputation of
SU. Will another tuition increase buy
that back for us?
So as to not get bogged down in statistics, I've limited myself to three.
Looking at the proposed tuition for next
year we can see that from 1982 to 1987
the total increase in tuition comes out to
be percent!
At the same time, inflation increased
prices 23 percent Now, when onelooks
at the increase in the base wage ofcampus jobs, the result is zero percent. No
typographical error, folks: the base wage
has not increased insix years.
When one considers that work-study
jobsare part of the financial aid package,
then one would hope that the wages
would keep up with the tuition rates. If
that were the case, then thebase wage for
work-study should be at $6.05 instead of
the current $3.55. But, we haven't even
had a cost of living increase in six years.
In 1982 dollars, student wages start at
$2.90 per hour.
What Iwant to know is how an average of 11 percent increase per year since
1982 is justified. Rising costs are argued, but we can sec that the inflation
rate is barely one-third that of the increased tuition rate. It is certainly evident that the students don't cost the university any more.
Improvements to the university is argued as well,but as the ASSUpresident
noted, our library and sports facilities are
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forgetting the students?
not necessarily up to the 'average.' How
many intercollegiate sports programs
Is his goal to make SU an academic
have been cut in the last five years?
institution known across the nation for
Which ones are next?
its education, or is he just trying to
So maybe the improvements are schemake SUknown across the nation?
A lot of money and a lot of publicity
duled five years down the road. Do any
will make us known, but do students get
of the studentsnow attending plan to be
a better education for it? If not, then
here then? Would any of you pay a high
why pay for it?
price for a product now because the salesIhave heard over the last couple of
man promised that in five years the
years about the disappointing enrollment
company will be manufacturing higher
figures and the effect it has on the
quality products?
budget. Maybe someone should explain
If college was on a one time payment
the simple supply and demand curve to
plan, then maybe we would be better
Father Sullivan. Basically, as the price
able to choose our college based on our
increases,demanddecreases.
ability to pay. How could Iknow that
If Father Sullivan somehow finds a
when Iregistered for a college that
way to increase enrollment after his
charged $96 per credit hour that Iwould
increase in tuition, he will have
end up paying $148 per credit hour?
discovered something similar to a perIt is not as if the students can easily
petual motion machine. I know
switch schools if the chosen institution
Volkswagon's GMison edge waiting for
prices itself out of the student's budget.
theresults.
Thereis a matter of different cores and
If Father Sullivan pulls this off, we
allowed transfers. It simply is a little
might seea marked increase in the price
valued option for junior and senior level
ofJettas.
students.
As Father Sullivan strives to make a
Ron E. Cody
name for SU, is he forgetting what
SpectatorContributor
makes the university what it is; is he

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:
The controversy described in last
week's Spectator about the conflicts of
personality and will among elected
members of the ASSU brings to mind a
fact that participants in (his mess may be
overlooking.
Iam referring to the fact that persons
elected to officp,regardless of where this
may be in the political spectrum, are
under no real obligation to get along
with one another, much less like each
other. Words like "community spirit,"
"fair play," "teamwork," and "family"
may be appropriate values for church,
business,sports or organized crime; but

ITime passes on - deadlines remain
Responsible journalism is journalism
responsible in the last analysis to the
editor's own conviction of what, whether
interesting or only important, is in the
public interest.
Although these words were spoken 22
years ago by American journalist and
6-author Walter Lippmann in anaddress to
the International Press Institute Assembly in London, they still hold true today.
All avenues of media, whether it be
professional or student oriented, should
have the public interest at heart.
The Spectator may or may not be
meeting everyone's expectations, but
let's be fair, when was the last time a
publication -- any publication met
everyone's expectations. Anyway, we
are trying.
yes, we have had our problems,
e a lack of communication between
iff members or neglecting "all the
ws that's fit to print" (stolen from the
jw York Times). The latter,not out of
negligence, but acertain mindset among
the staff that "things will get better."
And there has been a step in the right
direction. We are communicating better
down here in the dungeon of the Student Union Building.
It has shown in our product the
Spectator, we have improved with each
issue and are starling to hit stride.
Please don't get the wrong idea, there
are problems and faults with every issue;
there are improvements that can be made
in the next issue justby looking at what
c;ame out previously. That will never

--
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change.
There is one area that has always been
a noose around the Spectator's neck, it
was a problem 10 years ago, it was a
problem last year, it is a problem this
year and it willbe a problem next year.
DEADLINES! Or the lack of meeting them.
Help loosen the noose
Naturally, the meeting of deadlines
should start with the staff members and
the reporters/writers/photographersof the
Spectator. But any contributor to the
Spectator should meet the required deadlines for stories and/or art. In order to
meet those deadlines you have to know
what they are and maybe why they are.
In an effort not to bore anyone - in
other words, in a nutshell ~ here are
Spectator deadlines for the last 13 issues.
Anyone who desires to contribute to
the Spectator or to see his/her name in
print, whatever the reasons may be,
should remember THURSDAY. That
is the big deadline day.
All copy for the following Wednesday's issue should bein our office (in the
catacombs of the Student Union Building) by 3 p.m., Thursday. Have no fear,
someone will be there to receive you.
this includes news, features, sports, arts
& entertainment and opinionpieces. If a
particular article needs reworking we will
get back to you by Friday.
If you wish to submit letters to the
editor you may have until 3 p.m., Friday

-

to hand copy

in. this allows ample time
for contributors to fix the syntax and to
submit the work typed and double
spaced.
All copy shouldbe typed and double
spaced. No exceptions.
If you wish to contribute graphics to
the Spectator contact us about your idea
or for a possible assignment. Deadlines
for photo negatives, developed photos
and/or artwork should be taken up with
our photography/graphics editor. Normally, we requirephotos to be developed
and artwork to be finished by Monday.

they are probably not relevant or perhaps
even desircable in a political organization.
The difference is that in politics an
elected official is under no obligation to
get along with other elected officials for
the simple reason that her or his purpose
for holding the office is to project the
views of individual conscience or the
will of the constituency which elected
that person to office. When po/iticians
start getting too friendly is the time to
get someone new in there who can stir
up the pot.

Curt DeVere
International Student Director

Spectator
Editor:
Managing Editor:
Assistant Managing Editor
Opinion Editor:
Arts/EntcrtainmcntEditor:
Sports Editor:
Copy Editor:
Typist:
Photo/Graphics Editor:
Darkroom Manager:
Business Manager:
Sales Manager:
CirculationManagers:
Adviser:
Moderator:

John B. Teehan
Allison Westfall
Angie Babcock
David Ellinger
Lisa Banks
Therlsak Sae Tung
Ann Marie Smith
Lisa Banks
Shelly Griffin
John Kammerer
Peter Lam
Thertsak Sae Tung
Marly Niland
John Kammerer
Gary Atkins
Andy Thon, S.J.

Reason for deadlines
Quickly now, let me explain these
deadlines. If a story comes in Thursday
and it needs some reworking, the writer
can make the necessary phone calls and
changes andhave the storyback to us by
Friday.
All the copy which is to be typed,
of course is put into the computers on
Saturday and copy edited over the weekend. We design the paper on Monday
and lay it out on Tuesday.
There you have it. deadlines are important. For the system to work
smoothly, material' needs to be in on
time.
If you would like to contribute to the
Spectator or have any questions for us,
please call 626-6850.

-

John Teehan
Spectator Editor

--

The Soapbox Forum pages feature staff editorials
and guest commentaries from its readers. All
unsigned editorials express the majority opinion of I
the Spectator editorial board; its members are John I
B. Teehan, Allison Westfall, Angie Babcock and
David Ellinger. Signed editorials and commentaries
are the responsibility of the author and may not I
express Spectator opinion. Opinions expressedon I
these pages are not necessarily those of Seattle
University or its student body.

All Letters to the Editor must be 250 words or

less, typed double-spaced, signed and mailed or

delivered to the Spectator by 12 p.m. Thursday. I
All letters must include a phone number and I
address. Letters will be published on a spaceavailable basis and may be edited as needed.
The Spectator is published every Wednesday
during the academic year, excluding school
holidays. Annual subscriptions cost $10 and third I
class postage is paid at Seattle, WA.
Postmaster: Send address changes to the Seattle
University Spectator, Seattle University, Seattle,
WA 98122.
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Today, Jan. 28
Hunger Awareness Banquet
This meal will be an opportunity
to experience how food is
distributed throughout the
world and to learn why some
have so much while others
have so little. Sponsored
- by
Bread for the World. 5 7 p..m.
Campion Ballroom. Adm. $2
Alpha Kappa Psi is holding a
Social for it's members and the
Business school faculty. 12-1
in the President's Banquet
room, Bellermine Hall.

Seattle University Night at
Thursday, Jan. 29

-
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Through
Contemporary

American Culture? Pulitzer

Prize winner, social historian,
and author of the current
best-seller, "Cities on a Hill",
explores what it means to be
an American. 7:30 p.m. Pigott
Aud/tor/urn Sponsored by
A.S.S.U., Women's Resource
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Chieftains to victory as they
host Lewis and Clark State.
7:00 p.m. Connolly Center.
Hoop Shoot compitition at
halMim
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Sunday, Feb. 1

Slurpin' Sunday Social
What's it all about? It's about
coolice cream hot tunes and
good times! Featuring music by
"TheMain Attraction" It's more
fun than you can handle on
Sunday and it's FREE ! 6:30
9:30 in Cnieftain Brought to
you by your A.S.S.U.
(

-
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Tuesday, Feb. 3
Rooter Bus to Bellmgham
Join in this road trip to cheer the
Lady Chieftains in their intense
rivalry
with Western
Washington University. Bus
leaves 5 p.m. returns 11 p.m.
Cost $2.00 for more info, call
626-5305.
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The Beastie Boys play what audiences want to hear
Baubie Paschal
IBySpectatorReporter
It seems like only yesterday when the
Beastie Boysopened Madonna's sold-out
showsin the Paramount and were nearly
booed offstage...
All three nights.
But that was then and this is now,
some two years later, and the New York
rapping crew are kicking off their own
national tour with two shows in the
Paramount on Thursday and Saturday,
Jan. 29 and 31. Getting mean and downrightugly those nights will be the funky
LA sextet,Fishbone and theNYChardcore band,Murphy's Law.
In fact, the Beasties may surprise the
very same Seattle audiences theyangered,
when they live up to their two year old
boast that they are "Kings of the Paramount." The Beasties have the fastest
selling debut album, the appropriately
named "Licensed to 111," ever released by
Columbia Records (via the Boys' home
labelDef Jam).
With 720,000 copies bought in just
six weeks and the album's authentic
single "FightFor Your Right" appealing
to everyone from the kids next door to
David Lctterman ("I'm trying to connect
with the youth culture, Paul"), the
Bcastic Boys may call themselves
whatever they damn well please.
The hardcore-cum-rap trio began in
1981 when the young MCA (Adam
Yauch) andMike D. (Michael Diamond)
grouped with King Ad-Rock (Adam
Horovitz) andreleased a7 inch single of
speedcore tunes,
A breakthrough came for the group in
'83 with the cult success of the single

I

"Cookie Puss," a naughty number that
has the Boys calling actual Carvel ice
cream phone operators in dirty street
dialect to contact some girl known as
Cookie Puss. The song, with its sparse,
heavy rhythm track and nasty lyrics,
proved hard to reproduce onstage,so the
Beasties added DJ Double R (Rick
Rubin) to cut and scratch the track while
theyrappedover the song.
"We have more freedom now that we
don't have to hold guitars and stuff,"
claimed Ad-Rock in a recent interview
with theBoston Rock. "We can express
ourselves more."
And just what are theyexpressing?
Exactly what the listening audience
wants to hear: rage at your parents,
partying all day andall night long,girls,
fast food, having fun at almost any
expense, girls, and oh, the most important topic of all-girls.
Yet this is no ordinary white boy
rap, similar to the 'bite'or lack thereof in
what's considered to be the firstcrossover
rap,Blondie's "Rapture."
Tunes like "HoldIt Now, Hit It" and
"Slow and Low" are percussive, hard
jams that throw in Kurtis Blow (one of
the first big-time rap artists), Doug E.
Fresh and everything but the kitchen
sink with hard rock guitar for a hybrid
groove that turns on listeners of rock and
funk alike.
Variations on the question of what its
like to be white in a black dominated
musical genre have been asked of the
Boys since theybegan to do all-rap projects,particularly because the threeare of
good families and well-to-do neighborhoods, a fact which flics in the face of
the stereotype that all rap boils out of a

The Beastie Boys may surprise Seattle audiences tomorrow and
Saturday at theParamount. From left: Mike D., MCA,King Ad-Rock.
cauldron of "poverty,despair and oppression" (a comment. Iread in a British
weekly about six years ago).
"We grew up with rap. Rap and punk
started the same day it didn't hitme as
odd to be a whitekid doing rap we're
just trying to have a good time. Not
trying to get too heavy," explains
Ad-Rock.
On the other hand, Fishbone shall get
heavy. And down. Andmean. And you
will dance until your groove thang gives
out! How do Iknow? Fishbone has
played Seattle twice ina matter of four
months and Iwas throwin' down at both
shows.
Pick up their first EP cponymously
titled "Fishbone" with the excellent

...

...

tunes "Party At Ground Zero" and

"?/Modcrn Industry" or if LP's are more
your style, the band gets in your face
with none other than their debut album
"In Your Face" and its tracks "When
Problems Arise" and "Give ItUp." Dynamic dance tunes you should definitely
get behind before they get in front of you
(sic).
Tickets for Bcastie Boys with
Fishbone and Murphy's Law (unfortunately Idon't know a thing about this
band) are on sale at all Ticketmaster
outlets and are $12.50 advanced and probably S14 day of show. All seats arereserved and the Saturday show sold out
two weeks ago.

'Native Son1 leaves the audience sniffing with resentment

I

Bigger Thomas (Victor Love) and Buckley (DavidRasche) star in
"Native Son," a film about black oppression in the 19405.

Kris Echigo
IBySpectator
Reporter
For those who haven't read Richard
Wright's novel "Native Son," the movie
will be an intense,suspensefulHim, provoking anger in the viewer. But if you
have read the book, then it may once
again prove the book is always better
than the movie adaptation.
Diane Silver directed "Native Son"
with a mere two million dollar budget.
She employed an all-star cast including
acadamy award winner Geraldine Page,
Matt Dillon, Elizabeth McGovern,
Oprah Winfrey, Akosua Busia and newcomer Victor Love as Bigger Thomas.
Due to the low-budget, the actors and

production staffall accepted limitedpaychecks,revealing their dedication to the
film. And their sincerity and hard work
isevident
While Wright's novel leaves you
completely hateful towards the racist
white society, Richard Wesley's screenplay just leaves you sniffing with resentment. However, if you haven'tread the
book, you won't know what you're
missing.
Bigger Thomas and his small family
live in a ramshackle tenement slum in
Chicago's south side. Thomas is an
angry black youth who reluctantly takes
a job for a rich white family. He accidentally kills his employer'sdaughter and
is charged not only for murder, but for

rape.
It's irrelevant that the murder was an
accident and that he didn't rape the white
girl. Thus begins the persecution of
Bigger Thomas andother blacks as well.
Love is convincing as the enraged
Bigger Thomas. You'dthink Wright had
Love in mind as he wrote "Native Son."
Love's acting almost atones for the
elimination of certain scenes that would
have added to the film's strength and
most of all, honesty.
In the book, Bigger kills his girlfriendBessie savagely. Her body isactually brought into the trial to prove that
black men like Bigger Thomas are
simply beasts.
There's a touch of irony in the elimination of Bessie's murder. Though
Silver claimed there wasn't enough time,
it's possible he just didn't want to draw a
toobestial picture of Bigger.
The movie only allows you to
believe that though Bigger was an angry
black man, the murder of the white girl
was purely accidental.
Love's acting docs not make amends
for the shortness of the trial. The trial is
the most important part in Wright's
novel. It asks the question: Did society
force Bigger to kill or didhe do it of his
own free individual will?
The removal of Bessie's murder and
the shortness of the trial takes away
much of the rageportrayed in the book.
For the most part, "Native Son" is a
simply made movie. Diane Silver did
what she could on a low budget. Given
more time to include the intensity of the
trial and the murder of Bessie, "Native
Son" might have wielded just a little
more anger and suffering to make it an

important film.

If you haven't read the book, "Native
Son" is an excellent film to experience
black oppressionin the 1940's.

Tomorrow
'Grease' Auditions

Students are invited to audition for the
spring quarterplay, "Grease." Auditions
will be held from noon 3 p.m., on
Thursday, January 29, inBuhr Hall 119.
Come with any song prepared.

-
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PREPAREFOR:

|"

CLASSES STARTINGSOON

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTERLTD.

TESTPWEWUWnON

SPeCIAUSTS

632-0634
1107 NE45th, Suite 440
Seattle, Wa., 98105
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By Lisa Willis
Spectator Reporter
Thinking about getting away from it
all? Tired of drugs, alcohol, profanity,
crime and all of the other depressing
issues of present day? Takea refreshing
step back to a simpler time with the
Bathhouse production of "Another Day
in the Life of Vic andSade."
Ihave always been a big fan of just
about any type ofentertainment from the
'30s or '40s and this play was no exception. Iwas totally enthrawled in oneliners from the moment the lights dimmeduntil the cast's final bows.
This play contains no important
issues-no war, no death, no drugs, no
homosexuality. The "F" word wasn't'
even said once. Asa matter of fact, the
harshest slang word in the whole play
was "ish," the word Sade uses when she
is disgusted with something.
You know, even in this day, Idon't
think the profanity was missed; the
audience still laughed.
"Another Day in the Life of Vic and
Sade" deals with the little adventures in
life. It teaches us to laugh at ourselves
and withothers insteadof being crueland
heartless as weoften tend to be.
The play originated from aradio show
that aired from 1932 to 1945. It isabout
an extremely ordinaryfamily. They were
the family wholivedin "the small house
half-way up the nextblock." Radio fans
loved them.
In 1985, theBathhouse Theater chose
this series to be used in their production
of "The Big Broadcast." Again, the
Gooks (that is their last name) were a
hot item.
In the spring of 1986,Bathhouse produced an entire show called "A Day in
theLife of Vic andSade." Comprised of
several of the 15 minute segments,
again, two hours of "ordinary" was a big
hit. So this little piece of "radio Americana" is back again-so touching, so

One thing to realize is that the scripts
used in this production were written over
40 years ago. The feeling is certainly

'30s,but the comedy endures. Theaud-

ience was bent over with laughter from
beginning to end.
One scene which Ithought was particularly funny was "A Gross of
Gravels." Now you wonder, what is a
"gravel?" A gravel is the little hammer
used to calla meeting to order, according
to Sade. A devoted neighbor wants to
make her a gross of these gravels to use
at the women's meeting that she presides
over.
However, young Rush comes to the
rescue to save his mother's dignity and
inform her that the word is "gavel." But
why should a mother listen to her son,
what would heknow?
The cast consists of five people--Vic,
Sade, Rush, Uncle Fletcher and Mr.
Donahue (who is only a walk-on character). These are the people who appear
on stage, but there are many more
inferred.
You don't really miss not seeing the
others. They just add to the feeling of
the play and give fullness to a small
cast. Each of the actors did a wonderful
job in keeping with his/her character.
The acting was absolutely delightful.
Sade Gook (Grctchen Orsland) is a
flipid housewife who is warmand loving
and,as all mothers, always knows what's
best. However, as Iinsinuate,she is not
quiteall there.
Somehow, she is guided through life
by her husband, Victor Gook (Craig
Huisenga), who is indeed a loving
husband and father, putting on a cold
front to the rest of society. He does
break out of his frigid shell in speaking
to his son in "Mothers." In this scene,
he explains to Rush that he should be
kind to hismother because she won't be
aroundforever.
The only dramatic scene in the play,
this was one we could all learn something from.
Ifeel that Randy Hoffmeyer who
played the Gook's 14 year old adopted
son, Rush Mcdows, did an exceptional
job. A grown man, he gave a brilliant
portrayal of a curious, silly little boy.
His constant laughter was contagious.

Check out the Inn Bin
By Kathryn Clotten
Spectator Reporter

Celebrate the Chinese New Year
today by checking out the Inn Bin,with
its low prices and great food. The Inn
Bin,a Mandarin Chinese restaurant in
Ballard, definitely fits the bill. It
continues to be one of the best Chinese
restaurants in the city.
When owner Chia S. Chui left
Santun in Northern China in 1973 to
come to Seattle, his long term goal was
to own a family restaurant. That day
came three years later when Chui bought
a coffee shop in Ballard, changed its
name to the Inn Bin and introduced
Seattle to Mandarin food. Up to this
point, the Cantonese style of Chinese
food was predominant and the new style
took a while to get cooking.
The key to Mandarin cooking lies in
the freshness of the ingredients used.
Chui buys food fresh every day from the
market and Chinatown,and the food is
cooked when ordered. Keeping this in
mind, take a little time when you try the
InnBin.
Another distinctionof Mandarin food
is its spiciness. A good example is the

Mandarin garlic chicken, which you will
find melting in your mouth. Other
specialties Chui brought withhim from
Santun are the old recipes for preparing
moo shui pork and the pan fried Peking
ravioli; the latter a popular food among
theChinese people.
When you receive the menu, the wide
variety might overwhelm you, so don't
hesitate to ask for help. Craig, Chui's
oldest son, helps run the Inn Bin and
will be more than happy to explain the
differences between the techniques used
in preparing the foodand also takes your
special wishes into account. "I don't
want people to simply order what ison
the menu, Iwant them to understand
what they eat and as such have a good
time and enjoy the food."
Dinner at the Inn Bin won't cost very
much. Plan on spending $5 to S6 per
person to satisfy hunger pains.
The restaurant is open for lunch
Tuesday through Saturday from 11:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. On Fridays and
Saturdays dinner is served until 10:30
p.m. If you decide to come with more
than six people call 784-6388 for
reservations.

Victor Goole (Craig Huisenga) and Rush Medows(Randy
Hoffmeyer) star as father and son in "Another Day in the Life of Vie
and Sade."
this weekend and see "Another Day in
the Life of Vic and Sade." It will be
playing at the Bathhouse Theater until
February 21. For more information call
524-9110.
But the mystery of the play must be
solved! I'll give a dollar to anyone who
can tell me what Brickmush is (no one
in the audience seemed to know.)

Ialso want to give special mention to
Allen Galli whoplayedUncle Fletcher,a
half wilted,loud, extremely trivial older
gentleman. He is someone's uncle
(though Iam not quite sure whose),who
stops in from time to time to occupy the
spare room when he fights with his land
lady. Thecharacter isnerve racking, but
wonderfully played.
So plan to make your clean get away
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Lady Chiefs nip UPS in
2 OTs 93-92 at Connolly
IBy

Marty Niland
SpectatorReporter

C

Lana Graf and Lisa Crow came
through in the clutch to lead the Lady
Chieftains to a 93-92 win over the University of Puget Sound last Friday night
at Connolly Center.
Graf,a freshman,scored the winning
basket with43 seconds left in the second
overtimeandCrow added two free throws
momentslater to seal the win.
The Lady Chiefs, who lost four of
five starters to fouls in the grueling contest,rallied from four points down in the
last two minutes.
When Pam Clark drew her fifth foul
with 2:31 to play, the situation looked
grim. Karin Bishop,LisaHilland Yvette
Smith had already fouled out, and the
*■ Lady Chiefs were down 88-86, with the
LadyLoggers at the free throw line.
Coach Dave Cox called a time-out to
draw up a gameplan which put the 5' 6"
Crow on defense against UPS's sixfooter,Brit Hanson.
He also inserted Jenny Smith, another freshman, in the backcourt with
Jenny Fredericks. In addition,Donna De
Wald, the only starter left in the game,
was given Clark'susual assignments.
When play resumed, Graf made the
first crucial play of the final sequence,
blocking a UPS tip following a missed
free throw. Thirty seconds later, the Lady
', Loggers increased their lead with a pair
of foul shots, but Crow stole a Lady
Logger pass and fed De Wald for a
jumper,pulling the Lady Chiefs within
two at 90-88 with 1:48 to play.
Crow's defense against Hanson was
excellent and she drew the UPS center's
final foul with 1:34 to play. She hit the
front end of a one-and-one to make it
90-89.
After she missed the second throw,
Linda dcVries of UPS missed an inside
shot. Graf grabbed the rebound, then
took a pass from De Wald on the other
end and banked in a layup to put the
Lady Chiefs ahead to stay,91-90.
Crow, a senior, showed the poise and
A cool that made her the only four-year
member of this year's team by hitting a
one-and-one with 19 seconds to put the
win on ice. She was also the first player
off the bench that evening when Yvette
Smith got in early foul trouble. Crow
had five steals, six assists and eight
rebounds to go withher clutch free throw

shooting.
The Lady Chiefs' captain is no stranger to crucial situations. Two weeks
earlier, she hit two big free throws in the
final seconds of the women's 55-52 win
over Western Washington.
"I was so excited," saida breathless
ICrow after the game. "I just tried to get
goodposition, stay down on defense and
jump up high to block their shots."
Graf wasin a similar situation earlier
this year, when the Lady Chiefs found
themselves with starters on the benchin
overtime against Fresno Pacific. The women lost that game by one point, but
Graf was determined to make things
different this lime.
"We're going to win this one, no
matter what happens," said the six-foot
center to her teammates as they broke
from their last huddle. She made her
words count with a superb rebounding
and defensive effort down the stretch.
Jenny Smith summed up the feelings

of the super subs saying, "It's scary to
be in that situation but it's nice to have
achance to prove yourself."
The win gave the Lady Chiefs an 8-2
record in NAIA District Iand a tie for
first place with Simon Fraser University. Their overallrecordis 12-4.
Clark, who played almost the entire
secondhalfand most of the two overtime
periods with four fouls, was the game's
high scorer and rebounder with a career
high 26 points to go with her 18
rebounds. She also led the women with
eight assists.
In the first half, UPS substituted
heavily on the front line, and got the
Lady Chiefs in early foul trouble.
Making 16of 19 free-throws by the half,
they forged a nine point lead at intermission.
The Seattle Universtiy women
couldn't take much of a bite out of the
UPS lead until midway through the second half, when they called time-out for
defensive strategy.
"We wanted to go man-to-manbut we
couldn't because of our foul trouble,"
explained Cox.Instead, they stuck with
their 2-3 zone andconcentrated on defensive intensity.
"We just decided to work hard on
defense because weknew wecould win."
said Bishop.
From the 10 minute mark on, the
Lady Chiefs defense wasrelentless. They
allowed the Lady Loggers nothinginside
andheld them scoreless for the next four
minutes.
In a lay-up, SU's Kevin Bailey scores two points against the
Meanwhile,Clark and Bishop worked
University ofAlaska-Fairbanks. Bailey went on to score 42 points in the
the inside on the other end. Clark tied
game as the Chieftains won 106-98.
the score at 70 with 5:25 to play in regulation, and then gave them a 72-70
lead with a pair of free throws half a
minute later.
UPS used outside shooting to stay
even with the Lady Chiefs for the rest of
the half. The Lady Chiefs had a chance
Chieftains,scoring 32 points.
By Thertsak Sac Tung
for a final shot, but Clark's inbounds
Against University of Alaskastolen,
pass was
Spectator Sports Editor
and the teams went into
overtime tied at 76.
Fairbanks on Jan. 21, the Chieftains
period
The first five minute overtime
won 106-98. However,Bailey stole the
The Seattle University's men basketLady
way
Chiefs
show with 42 points.
went the
at first and
ball team is 12-9 overall and 6-4 in
they helda four point lead with aminute
The senior guard is one of the 10
leagueplay.
players in SU basketball history to score
to play. But Bishop's fifth foul and the
Last night, the Chieftains defeated St.
ensuing free throws cut thelead to 84-82
over 40 points; and Bailey was the first
Martin's 86-64. Senior guard Kevin
Bailey
points
Tony
with30 seconds left.
had 27
while
Chieftain to do it sincel981 when Greg
Pope
The LadyLoggerspressed,and Wendy
Pudwcll scored 41 points.
grabbedninerebounds.
Bailey credits his teammates for the
Tibbs of UPS stole the ball, giving her
The Chieftains went 1-1 on the Easteam achance to tie. They missed twice
Washington
roadtrip
goodpassing,especially
tern
on Jan. 23-24.
on fast breaks.
before dcVries emerged froma rebound
On Jan. 23 SU lost to Central WashOn Jan. 17, the Chieftains lost to
battle, and threw a shot which swished
Lewis-Clark State 110-100. Pope and
ington University by four points, 72-68.
Bailey,each scored 20 points. This loss
through the net as the buzzer sounded,
Against the 17th ranked Wildcats, the
Chieftains wereoutrebound 42-26. Three
is considered an upset because the last
sending the game into the second
SU players scored in double digits ~
time these two teams met on Dec. 5,
overtime.
Lockhart,
Pope
Before the UPS game, the Lady
Brian
andChris Church.
Lewis-Clark was whipped 102-81.
next
night,
Against Pacific Lutheran University
Chiefs took their show on the road and
The
the team travelled to
Spokane
College.
came back with mixed reviews. They
to face Whitworth
SU
on Jan. 13, SU won a close game, by
16,
victor,
winning,
lost to Whitworth 74-70 on Jan.
was a narrow
95-93.
the score of 72-70. Pope was the high
Bailey was the high points getter for the
then beat Lewis-Clark State 66-53 the
scorer with 21 points.
next night.
The women had to come from eight
points down at halftime last Tuesday to
defeat a Pacific Lutheran team they had Match 1
Match3
Match 7
Match 5
PhilElrod2l
KevinMoyes21
dominated earlier in the year.
SimmSmith 19
A. Tadie 24
Moyes
SimonSmith
19
A.Tadie
16
Kevin
17
SimonSmith20
Saturday,
Last
the women hosted St.
Ken Schmidt14
DavidSnodgrass 16
KenSchmidt 19
Martins, and Sheldon Jackson came to KevinMoycs 16
"
Nina KLok 14
TomPotter 8
ValerianGage10
Connolly Center on Monday. The KenSchmidt 15
Danßorchcrs 12
MorganDeVayne9
ValerianGage 5
Nina Klok 8
busy
women concluded this
stretch of
their schedule last night with a trip to Match 2
Match 4
Match 6
Match 8
the University of Portland, whom they SimonSmith 19
KevinMoycs 1 8
A. Tadie 18
SimonSmith 20
defeated earlier this year at Connolly KevinMoyes 16
Ken Schmidt 14
Ken Schmidt18
BcnDcavcrlB
Center. They will face LCSC again this Ken Schmidt11
Nina Klok 12
KevinDonnelly15
Valerian Gage 10
Saturday night at 7 p.m. at Connolly MorganDeVayne7 Koichi Shiraishi 8
Brian Schmuk 6
MorganDeVayne11
HideyuriMacda 2
Center.
HaroldFrancys4
Brian Schorr 4

Chieftains beat St. Martin's;

overall record improves to 12-9

Marksmanship Scores
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Cox's milestone:

Red Division
BigWally's 3-0
ShootInside2-0
Poetry inMotion2-0
BadGrads2-l
Shooting Victims 1-1
Run & Shoot 1-2
BuddhaHeads 1-2
FoadO-3
Airballs 0-3

Blue Division
GangGreen 2-0
By Patrick Oishi
TheBailers2-0
Spectator Reporter
PrimeTime2-0
Dreamers 1-1
The Seattle University's ski team X Men 1-1
started their season with races at Sno- StaffH1-0-1
qualmie and Crystal Mountain ski areas Mcnsos 0-1-1
on Jan. 8-9 and 16-17.
StaffInfection0-2
During the team's first race at Sno- ChewMizers 0-2
qualmie, SUplaced two racers in the top Brick Layers 0-2

100th victory
By Tony Pope

SpectatorReporter
"Winning it was pretty special," said
Lady Chieftain Coach Dave Cox about
his 100th victory Jan 5 against Humboldt State. "Itmade me think of all the
things I'velearned."
Reaching such a milestone caused the
seventh year head coach to reflect on the
past. "It brought back a lot of memories," said Cox.
"The players that started this program
were pioneers. They made things better
for the new players," he added.
Respect is something Cox and all the
Lady Chieftains who have played under
him have worked hard to earn.
"You have to be flexible," observed Cox.
"The players coming in have more
increasingly skills andbetter high school
coaching."
But Cox has great admiration for the
former Lady Chieftains who helped create
a winning tradition. "Ten years ago,
women's basketball was new," Cox
remembered. "They wanted to prove to
everyonethey could play."
Outstanding players such as Sue
Turina, Kim Manion, Sue Stimac,
Angel Petrich and Kelly Brewe along
with all the former Lady Chieftains had
important roles in making Seattle
University women'sbasketball whatitis
today, Cox said.
As a player, at Seattle Pacific University, Cox always had a desire to
coach. Before accepting the SU head
coaching position, Cox was an assistant
for three years. Cox did not know his
coaching career would bring him to SU,
however. "Life takes some different
turns," Coxremarked. "I'm really pleased
and happy to be at SU," he added.
The current Lady Chieftains are
appreciative of Cox's ability to coach and
relate to his players. "I think the 100th
victory says a lot," remarked senior team
captain Lisa Crow. "He cares about the
players in his program," she added.
"It's nice to be in this type of program
for four years and leave on a positive
note," said Crow.

Intramural

Ski wrap-up

IS in both the slalom and the giant
Green Division
slalom. Angel Inouye led the women Black Division
Eye 2-0
Pink
2-0
with a 13th place finish while Scott LocalMotion
Celtics
2-0
2-0
It'sThem
Demers topped the men's list with a 11th LazyBs 1-0
Brewers 1-1
place finish in the slalom. Brian Dcn- Gators1-1
DunkinHinds 0-2
| nehy and Katie Brandis, cracked the top Dcrangers1-1
Diks 0-2
| twenty by finishing eighth and 13th in Visitors 1-1
the GS. Overall the women were fifth Goats Head Soup0-1
while the men earned sixth place in the Mustangs 0-2
Roadwarriors 0-2
I team standings.
The next week, the ski team travelled
| to Crystal Mountain to compete.
1 Dennehyagain paced themen's in the
Dave Cox and Judy MacInterested in playing tennis?If so, why
GS by placing 11th. On the women's
Leod.
not try out for the SU tennis team,
side, Inouye raced to a 14th place
"He really cares about people in all
Please contact Janet Adkisson at
position. Demers and Brookins Schom885-5620 or at Connolly Center.
aspects," saidsenior forward Pam Clark.
berg, both finished in the top 15 for SU
Anyone interested in joining cross
"He works to make us happy as well as
slalom;
in the
while Inouye earned 11th.
usingdiscipline," Clarkadded.
running and track club, there
country
In the team standings, both the men's
will
be
a meeting in the Commuter
anniversary
Now in their 10th
and the women's teams finished fifths.
Lounge
(2nd
season, Cox said the Lady Chieftains are
Dahlem,
floor of the Chieftains) on
Mike
the ski team coorp.m.
dinator,
start.
Feb.
3
at
2
If interested but can't
pleased
perforoff to a tremendous
"We have an
is
with the team's
exciting team and Iwant everyone to
meeting,
please contact Tom
make
the
squad
mances. He feels that the
ison the
know about it," he said With the Lady
Potter at 522-0454.
"upswing."
Chiefs possessing a 10-4 overall record,
Cox hopes to draw bigger crowds."We
havehad some good crowds,butIwould
like to see more student support," said
Cox.
With a young lineup, the future for
Cox and the Lady Chieftains seems
bright. "We've only got two seniors
leaving and some good verbal commitments," said Cox.
Cox also feels this year's team has a
teriffic attitude. "This year is very rewarding because they appreciate each
other," said Cox.
Junior guard Jenny Fredericks agrees.
"Hisattitude and our attitude is really a
wonderful thing this year," said FredThick, rich, full-bodied Honey Hill Farms soft frozen yogurt
ericks.
isproduced farm fresh every day, from a carefully formuCox stresses attitude and enthusiasm.
latedlive culture, with only the finest all-natural ingredients.
He isacoach whobelieves in hard work
Best of all, it has only 'A the fat and cholesterol, and '/> the
and improvement. Cox also enjoys his
calories of most premiumice creams. Temptation has never
been this good!
work. "If Ididn't enjoy coaching, I
X_^^\
/
it,"
doing
wouldn't be
he said.
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Classifieds
College students earn $6-$10 per
hour working part-time on campus. For
more informa-tion, call1-800-932-0528.

NEED WORD PROCESSING/TYPING? secretarial, office organization, resumes. Sense of humor,
some genius. (Five blocks from
campus) 325-3081.
FRAGMENTS literary magazine is
accepting original poems, short stories,
photographs and sketches for spring
edition. Submit to English Dept.
Marian Hall, Dr.MacLean.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight
Attendants, Agents, Mechanics,
Customer Service. Salaries to S50K.
Entry level positions. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. A-6111 for current
listings.
loving East Indian
women seek friendship, romance,
marriage with someone special like
you. Write Compatible Matches, Box
4977, Albuquerque,N.M., 87196.
Beautiful,

'

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call
805-687-6000. Ext. R-6111 for current
federal list.
University
Seattle
Child
Development Center offers part and
fulltime care for ages 2 1/2-7. Open
year round from 6:30-6, M-F.
Discounts for students, staff, and
alums.Meals provided. Call 626-5394.

OFF-CAMPUS STATE WORK
STUDY. $6.46/hour for eligible
computer sciences student with 1 to 2
years education/experience using
BASIC programming & LOTUS 1-2-3.
Contact Human Resources 625-1283
Student Loan Association.
Studio apartment available Feb.l.
S200 includes utilities, laundry. Near
bus, grocery, library. Beacon Hill.
Nonsmokcr. 323-7894.
Posters-protect & present for a
fraction of the cost of framing.
Laminations 323-7894.
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yogurt when you purchase one of
equal or greater value.
213 Broadway East
324-2624

expire 3/31/87
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FREE
Any Espresso Drink
when you purchase one of equal
or greater value.
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